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We're getting bigger
by staying medium.
Our success at Weiss & Powell is the result
of concentration on representing medium-sized
billing stations in major and medium-sized
markets. In our first year, we've grown from
$4,500,000 to a $ 15,000,000 dollar company.
Our support services are equal to or better
than most. As an lnterep company, our resources
are almost limitless. As part of Internet, our
unwired network is # 1in the industry. Our

managers and salespeople are all experienced
professionals working actively on your behalf.
At Weiss & Powell, we're not all things to all
people— we specialize in medium-sized billing
stations in major and medium-sized markets. Ask
yourself what your present rep specializes in and
whether your station is obtaining its fair market
share. If you don't like the answers, give us
acall.

VVEISS&POWELL,INC.
4D10 SALES

277 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10172 (212) 421 -4900
NEW YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

DALLAS

ST LOUIS

MINNEAPOLIS

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

In the past one hundred and thirty-five years,
one prominent figure has achieved unparalleled
dominance of the news.
Associated Press.
Most news figures burst into
prominence, then fizzle into obscurity. Not Associated Press.
In fact, during the past 135
years, we've run away with more
top stories than any other news
organization.
Our 1,500 reporters and photographers, plus 5,300 member organizations, comprise areporting staff
that's bigger than any network's.
And 30% larger than UPI's.
So, we can cover every major
news event between Gdansk and

And for excellence in the area
Greeley, and still dominate coverage
of broadcast journalism, we've been
of aPan Am jet crash in New Orleans.
Proof? AP accounted for more
awarded aduPont-Columbia Award,
aPeabody, two Janus Awards and
than 75% of all news service articles
printed about that tragedy, according to several Overseas Press Club Awards.
one weeklong competitive play check.
Put it all together, and you've
got anews service that you, your
Thanks to our massive technolisteners and advertisers can believe
logical advantage, we also delivered
news of the crash with unprecedented
in. In fact, the only thing you won't
believe about AP news is how
speed, fidelity and reliability.
If it's credibility you want, you
easy it is to sell.
should also know this: In the cate\
For more information,
gories in which AP is eligible to
[Ap contact Glenn Serafin.
compete, we've won more Pulitzer
(202) 955-7200.
Prizes than any other news-gathering organization in the world. Thirtyfour since 1922.

Associated Press. Without adoubt.

KATZ
RADIO

People Make The Differenc
To be the -# 1 Radio Rep you need experienced management, effective salespeople and innovative sales
and research tools. Katz Radio has them all.
Katz Radio has the most stable management
team, the most aggressive sellers and the most productive research operation in the business.
Katz Radio is the best because we have the best
people— people who are dedicated to the Radio Industry. People who are committed to radio's present and
future.

R
ef

Katz Radio. The best.

KATZ RADIO / A DIVISION OF KATZ COMMUNICATIONS INC
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Satellite Music Network
is dishing it out at
the NAB convention.
Dishing out apersonal satellite dish
each day.
You probably heard about our satellite dish giveaway at the last NARB
Convention. Maybe you even won
one. If not, you've got another crack
at it. Because every day of the convention, we'll draw aname and give
away adish valued at $2500. And all
you have to do to enter is stop by our
hospitality suite and leave your name.
But don't rush off again. If you stick
around aminute, you could find that
the best thing we're dishing out is a
concept that could be worth much
more to you than a $2500 prize.
Dishing out top quality radio.
We offer all the advantages of local
radio with the kind of quality no individual station can match. Top national
on-air talent. And top programming
from the nation's premier radio consultants, Burkhart/Abrams/Michaels/
Douglas & Associates. Only SATELLITE MUSIC NETWORK gives you
this winning combination in achoice
of four proven formats.
Dishing out flexibility.
With SATELLITE MUSIC NETWORK, you can have the best national talent and programming and
still sound local. You can still serve
local needs. Still be responsive to
your particular community. Our exclusive Flex Clock" system gives you

P.**, ***.

4eNtatide
Adult contemporary... hits
of today, plus oldies and recurrents that appeal to adults
25-49. Includes hourly news,
features and specials, too.

the option of adding local news,
weather and traffic reports. And our
LocalinersTM offer you breaks and
chatter specific to your station and
market, recorded by our on-air
personalities. So our air staff actually
becomes your air staff. One of our
affiliates wrote to tell us, " Our audience thinks the satellite people are
local announcers. They call up and
ask them to parties."
Dishing out rock bottom costs.
So what's the ticket for having top
programming and top talent for your
local market station? It's awhole lot
less than the cost of broadcasting with
your own programming and on-air
staff. With SATELLITE MUSIC
NETWORK, your staff requirements
are greatly reduced. Your outlay for
music and specials is eliminated. The
expense for news and sports feeds becomes optional. You can even forget
the development costs for advertising
materials, since SATELLITE MUSIC
NETWORK provides you with acomplete advertising and merchandising
kit. All in all, you could save from
$10,000 to $100,000 in operating costs
per year. And our total one-time setup expense could run as low as $4500.

via satellite uplink, providing aconsistently strong, interference-free signal,
day and night. In fact, your transmission could end up sounding awhole
lot cleaner and brighter and bigger
than it does now.
Dishing out the sound of success.
Whichever format you choose, it's a
program that's music to your ears and
abig plus to your bottom line. In
reduced operating costs. In increased
sales potential. In every way you consider it, SATELLITE MUSIC NETWORK can make you awinner. And
speaking of winners, don't forget to
stop by during our big giveaway at the
NAB Convetion.
VISIT OUR HOSPITALITY SUITE
AT THE LAS VEGAS HILTON.
41111111111111M

Sgee
Network
12655 N. Central Expressway/Suite 600
Dallas, Texas 75243
800/527-4892/214/991-9200

Dishing out abrighter, cleaner sound.
Our state-of-the-art satellite system
assures reliable, high quality transmission. Your station is connected to our
studios in Dallas and outside Chicago

[4•bk

COUNTRY
Coast ToCnast

A contemporary country
sound which pays its respects
to the roots of modern country music as well. Newscasts
on the hour, plus specials and
features.

r>
STARIPUS11
Original hits of the 40's, together with the best pop
sounds of the 50's and 60's.
The Stardust MOR sound
captures the affluent, 35 +
audience, and includes
hourly news, features and
weekend specials.
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Kent Burkhart's New
Contemporary Top 40 sound
is aimed at the teen-to-34 demographic with four or more
hit songs in asweep, areduced commerical load and
exciting Top 40 specials.

WHAT YOU
SHOULD KNOW
About the "NEW SCHAFER"
World Communications Corporation
(formerly CETEC Broadcast Group)

SCHAFER

7000 & GLS Systems, the
industry's foremost leaders in program automation.

SCHAFER

with random select

audiofile multi- cart machines.

SCHAFER,

offering outstanding
full- charge management programs thru the MAPS business system products.

SC HAFER

broadcast consoles,
offering more dollar for dollar features than all other
competitors.

SCHAFER,

The new
with creative
concepts and products, including the latest ertry into
commercial & music random access equipment, that
make it stand apart from all others.
In todays changing world of broadcast ideas, it
will serve your best interest to say you know about

SCHAFER.

schafer
WORLD COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
P. 0. Box 1279, Carpinteria, CA 93013 • ( 805) 684-7686 • Telex 658461
1984 NAB Booth 509
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RiAVAJVIii: The
the void in
Format 41 is the format that fills areal void
in your market. Consider for amoment the
contemporary/popular music spectrum.
"Hottest Hits" formats generally target ages
12 to 30, so the median age target of that format is about 21. CHR aims 18 to 36, so the
median age of their audience is about 27. Then
there are the "Adult Contemporary" music
stations, which do best in the 22 to 40 age
range...median age of 31. Next is " Beautiful
Music," which across the country has its
appeal centered in 42 to 65, for amedian age
of about 53. Something missing there?
Yes.
A format with amedian age of 41...one for

radio listeners - age 32 to 49 - who don't particularly like " mostly instrumental" beautiful
music and find no good all-vocal alternative.
Transtar's Format 41 is the format that fills
the void with avery high-quality product
carefully crafted to win asuperior audience
position in even the very largest of the top
100 markets. The target range of the format:
32 to 49 year olds.
Why should you use Transtar's Format 41
to fill the void? Besides the obvious cost savings of a24-hour satellite-delivered format,
and the impeccable programming quality and
top grade research Transtar builds into its
product, there is avery practical reason: this

format that will fill
your market.
format is avery tricky little animal to do right.
A number of radio stations who have tried to
fill the void have failed...sometimes badly.
Transtar's Format 41 has the necessary ingredients they lacked. If you'll take amoment to
call or write us, we'll tell you plainly why...
and why you should move now to fill the void
with Transtar's Format 41.

The Quality Satellite Network
*Service mark of Transtar Radio Network, Inc.

r
Tell me more about Format 41* and
the other Transtar formats.
Name

n

Station
Address
Send to: 620 South Pointe Court
Suite 185
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
L
.
a
Or for more information and market
availability just call us at 1-800-654-3904.

PHASE lE
THE"MUSIC OF

OW ON F
TEST-MARKETED AND WINNING!
6.8 Share/12 +* in Rochester on WYLF-FM
6.6 Share/12 +* in West Palm Beach on WNJY-FM

SEE US AT THE NAB IN THE JEWEL SUITE # 2865, LAS VEGAS HILTON
AL HAM'S

CTHE624/v111E2L,
YOUR 71 F
-F3))
AL HAM
Research Center
90 Soundview Ave.
Huntington, CT 06484
(203) 929-6395

*(Fall '83 Arbitron, 6AM-Mid, Mon Sun)

JIM WEST
National Sales Director
2007 N. Collins Blvd., # 501
Richardson, TX 75080
(214) 690-3858

Letters

Radio Only

Radio Only
The Undiscovered Riches
of Co-op Advertising
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Co-op Treat
Iwas very impressed by RADIO
ONLY's double co-op treat in January. Irefer to " The Undiscovered
Riches of Co-op Advertising" and
"Secrets to Co-op Success."
"Selling with co-op requires a
completely different approach
than regular selling," Chris Lytle
points out, because you're " working with many different people up
and down the line of distribution."
If you couple this with the problem
of improper management of station
co-op structures, it's easy to see
some of the many pitfalls hidden
in the co-op maze.
In " Secrets to Co-op Success,"
Miles David provided excellent
guidelines for managers who are
serious about maximizing their
station's co-op potential. His concise outline even included some
of co-op's most important, basic
skills for salespeople.
Literature devoted to straight
selling techniques grossly outnumber those concerned with the
multi-billion dollar co-op gold
mine. These articles are a credit
to RADIO ONLY and indicative of
your awareness to market needs.
Congratulations on a great
magazine!
Valerie Schubart
Co-op Director
WGRC Radio
Spring Valley, NY
More FCC Data
Iconcur with both observations of
Steve Williams as printed in the
Letters section of the February
issue of RADIO ONLY. The magazine is indeed well worth saving

as areference tool for several station departments, but that's not
why I'm writing.
Like Mr. Williams, I greatly
miss the " FCC Data" section that
was included in your magazine
back in the early days. In fact, I
may re- subscribe to Broadcasting
just to get that information...what
awaste. Have you considered resurveying your readers ( after all,
successful radio stations do continual research) ;perhaps our needs
have changed now that we rely
more heavily on RADIO ONLY.
¡eh Spaulding
President/General Manager
WNCS-FM Radio
Montpelier, VT
EDITOR'S NOTE: Every year we
commission The Research Group
to do trade press readership
studies. We'll check closely to see
how radio data rates this year.
Left Out in the Hall
Thank goodness Chris Lytle prefaced some of his comments in
"When and How to Fire aSalesperson" ( March 1984) with " Some
say...," rather than make me feel
he believes avoiding employees in
the hallway or ignoring them is
part of modern management.
This technique belongs in the
neanderthal section of amanagement museum. It is symptomatic
of the old, hierarchical, militaristic approach to management.
Hire someone, tell them what
you expect, help them if they
stumble, and if they are still not
responsive, say goodbye.
Give us abreak. This " avoid them
in the hallway" business belongs

on The Buffalo Bill Show only!
Bob Botik, President
Botik Broadcast Services
Austin, TX
Don't Hold the Mayo
Irecently received acopy of an article which appeared in the February issue of RADIO ONLY entitled " Eating at Your Desk." Author
Gabe Mirkin states, " Don't add
mayonnaise to your sandwich.
Mayonnaise is abreeding ground
for bacteria which can make you
sick!" This advice is in error and
needs to be corrected.
Mayonnaise is ahigh acid food
which has never been proven to
be a cause of food-borne disease.
On the contrary, many scientific
studies have demonstrated that
common food poisoning bacteria
will die off when they are present
in mayonnaise. This implies that
the presence of mayonnaise on a
sandwich decreases, rather than
increases the risk of food poisoning.
The factors most often involved
with food-borne illness are: I ) improper refrigeration of perishable
foods ; 2) bacterial contamination
of foods resulting from poor sanitary or food handling practices.
Robert E. Brackett, Ph.D.
Extension Food Safety Specialist
Agricultural Extension Service
Raleigh, NC
The editorial staff of RADIO
ONLY invites any comments, suggestions and criticisms our readers
have regarding the magazine.
Please forward your remarks to
RADIO ONLY, 1930 East Marlton
Pike, Suite S-93, Cherry Hill, NJ
08003-4210.
RADIO ONLY / APRIL 1984
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A.O.R. DEMOGRAPHY
#1 18-49 Adults
KKDJ

KLAQ

WLVQ

WPYX

KYYS

WDVE

WTPA

WIOT

VVTU E

WIYY

VVWCK

WZZO

#1 18-34 Adults
KKDJ

KLAQ

WFYV

WIOT

WPYX

WTPA

KOMP

KYYS

WIYY

WAAF

WKDF

WTUE

WDIZ

WLAV

VVVVCK

WDVE

WLVQ

WZXR

WZZO

#1 25-34 Men
KEZO

KLAQ

WAPI-FM
WIYY

WDIZ

WKDF

WTPA

KOMP

VVTUE

KYYS

WDVE
WLAV

KZAP

WFBQ
WLVQ

WWCK

WAAF
WFYV

WPYX

WZXR

WIOT

WSHE

WZZO

#1 18-34 Men
KEZO

KICT

KKDJ

KLAQ

KOMP

KWXL

KYYS

K7_AP

WAAF

WDIZ

WDVE

WFBQ

WFYV

WHCN

WIOT

WIYY

WKDF

WLAV

WLVQ

WMMR

WROQ

WTPA

VVTUE

SUPERSTARS:

WVVCK

WZXR

WPYX

WZZO

FORMATTED FOR ADULTS

BURKHART/ABRAMS/MICHAELS/DOUGLAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
6500 RIVER CHASE CIRCLE, EAST
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30328 (404) 955-1550
Rating source: Arbitron Monday-Sunday 6AM-Midnight, Fall 1983
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OUR RATINGS ADD UP TO
MORE THAN JUST NUMBERS.
They add up to better sales, programming and advertising
decisions. Because at Arbitron Ratings, we're constantly
developing the most advanced methods of putting the ratings
to work for your station and your advertisers.
Catch the trends before they catch you
by surprise.
Arbitrendssm delivers aradio market report from our computer to yours. All you do is pick up the phone, turn on your
IBM® XT and you're ready to keep an eye on audience trends.
These computer delivered reports give you an advance picture of your market, allowing you to.make timely adjustments
in advertising sales or programming. The user selectable
report formats let you pick the demographics, dayparts and
estimates you need to study. The computer does the work
of turning the numbers into useful information.
There's more to an audience than
age and sex.
Target AlDsm uses ClusterPlussm or PRIZhem powerful marketing segmentation tools, to profile amarket or audience by
lifestyle characteristics. It can bring awhole new perspective
to broadcast advertising. Now you can determine more than
just the specific demographics of abroadcast audience; you
can see what kind of consumers those numbers represent.
You can differentiate stations, programming and formats from
others with seemingly identical audience ratings. Target AID
is the tool that allows you to pinpoint those audience differences and use them to your advantage.
See us at the NAB and see the shape of
things to come.
The latest sales and programming tools for radio and television stations will be on display at the Arbitron Ratings Booth
#802 at the NAB. Stop by. We'll show you how .
to get more than just numbers from your
Arbitron Ratings Market Report.

ARBITRON RATINGS

Booth #802
NAB Convention April 29- May 2
Las Vegas Convention Center
©1984 Arbitron Ratings

(g9 ARBITR.ON RATINGS COMPANY
aCormeDmaCowNmny
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NEXT MWTT
MAY 1984

• Different Ways to Sell the Same Ratings

• When Is Sales Training Necessary?

What to do when more than one station in aformat
group has comparable ratings. And, what not to do.

• Is "Lite" Rock Another Fad?

Ways to tell when outside he

• The Growing Need for a
Sales Coordinator

A report on radio's latest programming change and
its chances for success in the months ahead.

• Programming Basics 1984 Style

A glimpse at this increasingly popular new position.

• Interviewing Prospective Salespeople
What to really look for to find the best.

A new look at programming hints that may help a
station get ready for the next rating period.

or
• How to Sell When Your Demos
Are Too Old (or Young)
Helpful hints to turn negatives into positives.

• Overcoming Retail Sales' Biggest
Stumbling Blocks
The answers to the most frequently stated local
retailer objections.

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO GET
YES! I
want the benefit of reading these and many

more stories month after month in RADIO ONLY. I
understand that if I
act now, I
am entitled to the new
subscriber offer.

is needed.

Results of the AM Stereo Study
Exclusive first glimpse of Jon Coleman's
multimarket survey.

• When Two Employees Fight
How not to lose either one of them.

• Five Steps to Station Acquisition
What must be done today to own apiece ofa station.

MONTH AFTER MONTH
SPECIAL OFFER.

Subscribe now and get
TWO EXTRA MONTHS FREE. Send payment with
your subscription or charge to VISA or
MASTERCARD and GET A THIRD MONTH FREE.

USE SUBSCRIPTION CARD, OR FOR FASTER SERVICE, CALL COLLECT 609-424-6800
GUARANTEE: If for any reason at any time, you dont find RADIO ONLY worth many times the price you paid, the unused portion of your subscription will be
promptly and cheerfully returned. No questions asked.

OVER 10,111,000 LISTENERS*
and 150 S ATIONS say...
"Bonneville 'its Music to Our Ears"

Effective - 150 stations...
30 in the top 50 markets...
10,000,000 listeners per week in the Arbitron rated markets.
Delivers more listeners than all the other syndicated
and locally produced, EASY LISTENING FORMAT stations combined.
MI Keeping pace with America's taste in the 25-54 age group.
II Programmed by people with over 50 years in the music business and aided by the latest research.
MI Coming July 30th - Bonneville's Ultra Format ... flexibility in programming, tailored for your
station and your market.
Let Bonneville's bottom line be music to your ears.
Call Jim Opsitnik, President
•Arbitron 12+ weekly cume. Monday

Sunday, 6AM to 12 Mid., Fall 1983.

BONNEVILLE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
274 Country Road, Tenafly, NJ 07670 • 1-800-631-1600

Who Turned On The Power
At One Of
America's Top Stations?
(-77

[ 1D)

When the legendary KFRC in San
both 60 and 30 second full- sing logo and
Francisco wanted to give their
donut versions that will integrate your power
image ajolt, they called on Clio
image into promotional requireAward- winning composer Otis
ments. Power news open and
Conner to produce a new musical ID
bumpers. And specialty AM
package. • And the result was pure electricity! •
and PM drive themes which
He created THE POWER PAC, - high voltcan be customized for your
age ID's, themes and bumpers that are perpersonalities. • In addition, all elefect for Contemporary Hit Radio stations of
ments in THE POWER PAC
are
the 80s. • And now, you can have The
available on an individual basis. • Of
Power, because Otis Conner Produccourse, THE POWER PAC
is just
tions is making THE
one of the 11 complete ID
POWER PAC available as
Promotion packages proan exclusive in each market
duced by Otis Conner Proon a first come basis. •
ductions that will build
Every element in THE
awareness and image for
POWER PAC
is charged
stations in any format. •
with excitement. There are
From country to rock, you'll
short Power ID's that can be
find the right image at the
mixed down to even shorter
right price. • So give us a
shotguns. Power Stagers
call at ( 214) 358-5500 and
that will establish and mainask for our free POWER
tain your power image.
PAC"' demo. • We think it
Power Image Enhancers in
will turn you on, too.

o
The()tisCAminerGlliyanies
Radio linagm .•Gist( '
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Radio People
Mel Karmazin

Infinity Is Not Just The Group's
Name, It's Their Expansion Plan.
Infinity Broadcasting Radio
President Mel Karmazin once told
majority stockholders Jerry Carrus
and Mike Weiner he wasn't ready
to leave Metromedia's WNEWAM/FM, New York where he was
manager because the group consisted of only three stations.
Carrus and Weiner knew Karmazin because of one important
thing they had in common—all
worked at Metromedia ( Karmazin
from 1970 until 1981 ;Carrus was
controller for radio and TV ;Weiner
was asalesman).
After the duo put together a $35
million deal to buy three SJR
major market stations from Gulf
in aspinoff arrangement, Karmazin came aboard. That was in 1981.
And ever since big has been the
word to describe most aspects of
the company.
Big deals. Infinity has purchased
eight stations in the past two and
ahalf years. The most recent acquisition is a $ 13.5 million deal
with Schering-Plough to buy
WJJD/WJEZ, Chicago.
Big markets. Karmazin has Infinity in Boston (WBCN-FM) ;New
York (WKTU-FM/WJIT-AM) ;Philadelphia (WYSP-FM) ; Houston
(IOCYZ-AM) ; San Diego ( KCBQAM/FM ; San Francisco—well, almost—it's San Jose ( KOME-FM).
They also own WIVY-FM, Jacksonville which is the number one
profit station in that market. Now,
two Chicago stations.
Big debts. Every time Infinity
buys, they go to the bank. Of
course, every time the bank says
yes. Karmazin claims cash flow to
debt service is not as close as some
people think. He says Infinity
walked away from buying Field's
TV properties in Detroit and
Philadelphia ( the latter of which
went dark) because that might
make things close for them.
Big cash flow. The San Jose station produced over $ 1million in

positive cash flow for Infinity
until this year when competition
got abit stiff. Two stations (WKTU
and WBCN) reportedly post $4million in profits ayear each.
Karmazin says when Infinity
took over WKTU it had an 11 share
under disco and now it has afive
in the present urban format, but
that more revenue is being gener-

Infinity Broadcasting Corporation
Mel Karmazin, President Radio

ated this year than back in 1980.
Karmazin's mode of operation is
simple. For example, the Infinity
staff consists of himself, acontroller and asecretary. Principal owners Carrus and Weiner have offices
in New York, apart from Karmazin
who describes the duo as " the
grandparents" and himself as " the
parent" overseeing the stations.
Another of Karmazin's quirks is
that he gives his managers as
much autonomy as they can accept, except on real major matters.
They hire the consultants and decide on advertising plans. While

many other groups do the same
thing, Karmazin draws the line
firmly by saying if the autonomy
doesn't produce results, he'll get a
manager who does.
Since he believes " You can't
control the ratings, but you want
as good asales staff as you can get
to sell the bad books," Infinity
pays its salespeople handsomely.
Several make six figures. " Why
should air talent be the only high
paid people at the station?" he asks.
There are no more than 28 people
working at any Infinity station.
Two of them are spanish formats.
WJIT-AM New York is
amoney machine by all
local accounts and may
be valued at $ 15 million.
There are no Infinity
national PDs. No nattional sales manager.
No one format for all
stations,
as
some
groups have.
Carrus and Weiner
have five investors who
bought in on their first
KOME, San Jose purchase for $450,000 in
1972. Although none
have invested in any of
the other Infinity acquisitions, they remain
the silent partners. Karmazin himself has a
piece of the equity.
Their
acquisitions
list
reads
briskly.
KOME
first.
Then
WIVY, Jacksonville for
$800,000
in
1975.
WBCN-FM, Boston for
$3 million in 1978. The SJR/Gulf
spinoff for $35 million in 1981 involving
WJIT-AM/WK'TU-FM,
New York ; VVYSP-FM, Philadelphia. KXYZ-AM, Houston for $ 2.3
million in 1983. KCBQ-AM/FM,
San Diego from Charter for $ 8million in 1983 and now Plough's
WJEZ/WJJD, Chicago for $ 13.5
million.
Karmazin's boast: " When the
7-7-7 rule goes by 1985, we will
be the largest radio company in
existence. The only companies
bigger than us today seem more
committed to TV than radio."
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What You Should Know
About Arbitrends
Radio executives are carefully examining whether the new monthly microratings
will be worth it. Can they help stations make more money?
the more substantial quarterly ratfor hardware is not so great for staen years ago an
tions in the top 23 markets. Most ings were the beginning of atrend.
Arbitron
executive
Station salespeople can be armed
stations, especially the larger,
told those gathered at
more profitable ones, have already with computer spreadsheets of latean industry convenacquired or plan to buy personal breaking information and, better
_ tion that " someday"
computers. It's true that the most yet, the numbers are Arbitron.
ratings might be delivered " from
This is not to say that Birch
common application is word proour computer to your computer."
Radio numbers are not reliable.
cessing and spreadsheet analysis.
That someday is today. ArbiObviously, the radio industry has
Some use computers for music retron's uncanny ability to market
accepted Birch as a reliable tool.
search done in-house.
radio research will be tested
At the same time, an increasing Advertising agencies and media
strenuously in the coming months.
number of station people are bebuyers have not been so kind.
To arrive at this new service dubbed
coming comfortable with com- While they are subscribing to
Arbitrends, the parent company
Birch monthlies in increasing
puters and realize their potential.
has had to make afinancial comThe fact is, you don't have to be numbers, all studies show that Armitment to it. The service will, at
a genius to operate one. The bitron is the service they prefer to
first, be available in only the top
microcomputer is an extension of base spot purchases on.
23 radio markets.
This is apowerful argument for
the typewriter, and it is very easy
As usual, Arbitron has also had
Arbitron, which can now make a
to work with.
to fight resistance from, not only
case for stations using their quarSo, the lines are drawn. The fate
the radio industry, but also its own
terly service to " extend" it to the
of monthly microratings may be
Advisory Council, which unanirolling monthly averages. And,
tied to needs which have yet to be
mously opposes monthly computer
both the quarterly reports and
addressed.
The
bottom
line
is,
can
service.
monthly averages will be available
monthly ratings make money for
The debut of the Arbitrends servia the station's personal comradio stations in the top 23 marvice was scheduled to coincide
kets? It's a tough way to judge puter. This is acombination that
with the spring 1984 NAB Las
could be effective as asales tool.
them, but the industry already has
Vegas Convention. The project
The usefulness of Arbitrends in
Birch Radio, amonthly rating serhas been postponed several times
selling will depend greatly on how
vice customarily accepted as the
due to various problems, including
quickly radio stations learn to
programming tool.
software development difficulties,
change their ways.
Speed can mean more money to
but the company remains more
Stations are used to a " book
committed to the project than radio stations. It can also mean
mentality." Simply put, this
less money. Stations which are
most industry executives believe.
means stations wait for the ArbiIn short, Arbitrends represents a trending upward can be tracked in
tron book and accept the fact that
new space-age service loaded with amonthly mode for potential adwhen the numbers are received,
potential and tied in to today's vertisers. Radio stations will be
the market conditions may not
able to use their new Arbitrends
most popular revolution—the arrionly have changed, but may have
service to print out up-to-the-minval of the personal computer.
changed drastically. This univerute numbers for their proposals
For Arbitron, at least, the timsal rule is accepted for better and
and thereby attempt to show that
ing appears to be superb. But
for worse.
what radio indus
For the better, a
try executives are
ARB 'TRENDS SCHEDULE FOR ALL
station
carrying
searching for is
THR EE- AND FOUR- BOOK MARK ETS
sports, which may
whether or not
PRODUCT TO BE
RIOD TO BE
have hyped its
the new microPROBABLE DELIVER
RVEYED
COMPUTER- DELIVERED
summer ratings,
ratings are impor
the usual winter quarterly
late April
an - Feb - Mar
can sell right into
tant enough to
new monthly rolling average
late May
Feb - Mar - Apr
the fall on au justify the investlate June
new monthly rolling average
ar - Apr - May
dience estimates
ment and the adlate July
r- May - Jun
the usual spring quarterly
that, quite realisditional price.
etc
tically, are lower
The investment
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during the fall survey period. But
fall ratings aren't issued until
winter. Many buys are made in the
meantime. It's understandable
how the radio industry has learned
to love " old" ratings.
For worse, a station which is
trending upward, either because of
format changes or audience migration from other stations, can only
sell biue sky by waiting until the
"next" book. If the station buys
Birch monthlies in the interim,
many buyers will insist that they
see the next Arbitron to be sure.
If radio executives can see advantages in having more up-to-date information, Arbitrends may begin to
be worth the extra eight percent of
its original contract cost.
On the negative side, the startup Arbitrends information will
only cover limited demographics.
At first it will be audience 12 +,
18 + women, 18 + men, and teens.
Some radio executives are not
thrilled with these limited targets,
but in truth, station people have
been known to sell, not only off
of limited numbers, but outdated
ones as well.
Radio stations have been resistant to change in the past ten years.
Arbitron, for various reasons, some
personal, has been force-feeding
change. Generally, the radio industry winds up accepting even the
toughest of alterations to their security blanket known as Arbitron
ratings. Expanded Sample Frame is
one example. Extended rating
periods is another, although it's
hard today to understand how industry executives could oppose
longer rating periods that "epiali7e"
stations and offset the problems
associated with " hyped" contests
or big news events.
Right now, the worst thing Arbitron can do is offer wide demographics for its rolling monthly averages and fuel the debate that contends that what Arbitron really
wants is 12 full rating periods (one
per month). Arbitron denies this
and, as of now, it appears such
plans are highly unrealistic.
The main goal for now is to win
Arbitron subscribers over to the
monthly rolling averages by cashing in on the popularity of the relatively inexpensive personal com20
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puter. It is really not relevant now
to project what services will be
adopted in the future, because the
prerequisite is industry acceptance of this mode of delivery. But,
if the industry accepts ratings by
computer,
it may see radical

changes in the future in radio ratings delivery systems.
Executives wondering whether
the investment is worth the time,
expense and trouble will be examining several areas:
• COST—There

is

an

initial

FOR AND AGAINST ARBITRENDS
Here are the arguments heard most frequently and their counterparts.
PRO-ARBITRENDS

ANTI-ARBITRENDS

Birch shows the need for and acceptance
of more frequent information.

Arbitron is afraid of competition and wants
to soak up research dollars to keep them
away from Birch.

Present subscribers to Arbitron 28-day
monthlies show the desire for more
information.

Presently, 28-day monthlies are only in five
markets. Even there, subscribers tend to
buy such things only in self-defense.

Advisory council was supportive of limited
demos and arolling-average service.

Advisory council has voted unanimously
against Arbitrends. Some members claim
that it is untrue to say the council ever
supported the service.

Purpose of intermediate reports is only to
temper adecision made from the quarterly
report, not to lead to 12 full books ayear.

Arbitron wants 12 full-demo reports ayear
and wants to charge accordingly for the
expanded service.

Arbitron has no intention to have AID
available for the intermediate reports.

Doing 12 ( monthly) sets of AID runs ayear
will cost three times as much as four
(quarterly) sets.

The intermediate report, not being a
printed document, will thus have less sales
utility.

If numbers are available, they can be used
to the detriment of radio sales efforts,
regardless of whether in printed books
mailed out by Arbitron or on computer
runs. Further, agencies will be given this
information in some sort of printed form
without having to use an in-house
computer.

Limiting he demos will make the rollingaverage reports useful for programming
without
ing useful for sales.

Programming is just as demo-targetted as
sales. Limited demos mean limited utility
for either.

Arbitron will only consider offering more
demos if clients want them ( and some
already do).

Its only amatter of time before Arbitron
expands the demos ( and why won't
Arbitron divulge which clients are
requesting more).

Additional demos can be provided in the
computer-delivered rolling-average reports
at little or no additional expense.

Arbitron wants to expand the demos so
they can charge more

Statistically, it's unlikely that month-tomonth changes in the reported data reflect
real changes in the listening. The
marketplace—and buyer sophistication—
will determine whether astation can get
away with selling using noncurrent data.

Arbitron is providing aneeded and
requested service to its clients.

With more frequent reports.

an
unscrupulous station can try to sell with
noncurrent data, using the monthly
updates if they are in its favor but ignoring
them if they are not. At the very least, this
will cause "confusion in the marketplace."
At worst, buyers will be able to whipsaw
stations with the additional reports or to
insist on rating-point guarantees.
Arbitron is proceeding with aservice which
nobody wants and which most oppose.
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Mini-BINGO
Helps "Book"
With 1
/4
Hr.,
CUME,
Time-Spent
If you're looking for away to increase
your ratings during your next Arbitron,
you won't find abetter promotion than
Mini- BINGO.
Mini- BINGO is the ultimate way to
attract a big cross-over of people to
listen to your station during a survey
period. Across the board, this I2-weekpromotion works wonders in all areas of
listenership:
•Quarter-hour listening goes up because new people tune in to listen to the
program, especially if you gear your
game times around ahalf-hour period—
such as 9:-9:30, 10:40:30, etc.
•CUME increases because of massive
new listener tune-in; and
•Time-spent listening makes a dramatic jump upward because the games
are played over aminimum 5-hour period each day.
Plus you've got a print ad campaign
right there to support your promotion:
the Mini- BINGO card itself acts as the
perfect mini-billboard. Custom-print
your cards with your call letters and frequency prominently displayed, so listeners can easily find your station on the
dial. Mini- BINGO cards are actually
like having thousands of mini-billboards
in circulation— in the hands of the people who will report their listening habits
during the survey period.
You can't think of abetter radio promotion than that!

Over 10 Million
Mini-BINGO Cards
First Quarter ' 84
The success stories keep piling up as
Mini- BINGO heads into 1984, our second year in the United States!
During the first quarter, ' 84, we distributed more than 10 million MiniBINGO cards . . . and, judging by the
phone calls coming in, we expect the
second quarter to be even bigger—and
better.
What's more, many radio stations already have renewed their Mini-BINGO
options for promotions scheduled later
this year. And the renewals are coming
in from all over.
Across the country, Mini- BINGO is
selling and re-selling like hotcakes.
When you take alook at the results, it's
easy to see why! Call Larry Nathan
(503) 686-0248 for more details.

April 1984

CHRC Extends Mini-BINGO
Promotion 13th Week Prizes Draw
700,000 Entrants
When you've got agood thing going,
why stop, right?
That's what CHRC, Quebec City,
Quebec, said about Mini- BINGO. So
the station decided to extend the
I2-week promotion another week, by
adding agrand prize drawing at the end
of the game's run.
Listeners simply filled out an entry
form, printed on the back of each MiniBINGO card, and dropped them off at
any number of locations after Friday's
final game of the week.
Did it work? And ever. More than
700,000 Mini-BINGO cards were entered
for the grand prize drawings. Plus, by
adding the 13th week, sales increased a
full I2 1
/ %—and at no additional pro2
motional cost!
Any station can play Mini- BINGO as
a I3-week promotion. Just reserve part
of your card for an entry form, and promote the drawing to your listeners over
the next 12 weeks.
You can even feature a weekly radio
remote at an audience-drawing location

Samson Bakery Sales Manager Noel Dumont shuffles asmall sample of the 700,000
Mini-BINGO cards entered for grand prize drawings at CHRC wrap-up party.
such as the local shopping mall. It's a
great way to draw additional weekly
whiners, with mall merchants providing
the prizes.

"Fantastic response from
both our listeners and our
sponsors..." WCLW
". . . WCLW is very pleased with Mini-BINGO. We have had fantastic response from both our listeners and our sponsors. In fact, we have on the
average one winner per day. This proves to us that people are going into our
sponsor's stores to pick up acard and they are listening to our station. Many
of these people are new listeners who would have never listened without
Mini-B1NGO!
"We feel that Mini- BINGO has been abenefit both to our sponsors and
us. In fact, we have plans on playing Mini- BINGO the same time next year.
"WCLW is passing out 28,000 Mini-BINGO cards each week in 40 outlets.
Since we have started the game, we added four extra outlets. The response,
as Isaid, has been fantastic!"
William A. Abele
Account Executive
WCLW, Mansfield, OH

Welcome Aboard!
Mini- BINGO welcomes KJCS, Nacogdoches, TX; WRLT, Florence, AL;
WPTW, Piqua, OH; WCBC, Oxford,
NC; KITT, Columbus, NE; KGFX,
Pierre, SD; KGNC, Amarillo, TX;
WLYC, Williamsport, PA; KCBF, Fair-

banks, AK; WPXZ, Punysutawey, PA;
WKIX, Raleigh, NC; WMRF, Lewistown, PA; WTCH, Shawano, WI; and
WKXA, Brunswick, ME. Congratulations!

Making Mini- BINGO into a I3-week
promotion is a proven way to increase
sponsor sales and station listenership.
Make it work for your station, too!

Credit for Store
Traffic Goes to
Radio Station
"In 13 years, I've never run apromotion that's gotten as much action and reaction as Mini-BINGO, and the credit
for the increased store foot traffic goes
to the station. The sponsors can see the
effectiveness of radio advertising."
That's the discovery of Jim Bowman,
station manager at WAVT/WPPA,
Pottsville, PA, made when he began airing Mini- BINGO on the two stations.
And the response is equally impressive
on both station formats—MOR/Talk/
Info on WPPA, and TM Adult Contemporary on WAVT. According to
Bowman, the $5-a-game generates
about one winner each day. And the real
beauty of Mini- BINGO, Bowman says,
is that you don't have to adjust the format to play the promotion. In
Bowman's words:
"If you can run a60-second spot, you
can play this game!"
With five commercial stations in his
market, Bowman says he plans to run
Mini- BINGO twice ayear to keep up his
success . . . and regain his market exclusivity.
If you're interested in achieving similar success in your market, call Larry
Nathan (503) 686-0248 today!

Keep Mini-BINGO Market Exclusivity with Early Renewal
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and frequently less.
•SKILL-It is relatively easy to
train someone to use an IBM personal computer. Many computer-

HOW TO PREPARE FOR
COMPUTER RATINGS
The IMB PC- XT, souped up to handle 192k RAM, lists for alittle
over $5,000, but that's without the monochrome monitor, aprinter,
and amodem. Depending on how fancy, or how plain, you want to
get, those peripherals can add alittle, or alot, to your total price.
For that matter, while Arbitron hasn't said one way or another, it's
not unlikely that the slightly less expensive " IBM-compatible" micros
can also do the trick.
Listed below are three price levels, totaling in the five- to tenthousand dollar range.
In the middle is the recommended IBM PC- XT, and a midrange of
the necessary extras ( not the fanciest, nor the dirt cheapest).
To the left is the corner- cutting alternative: an IBM compatible,
plus the lowest- costing peripherals which may do the trick.
And to the right is the upper- end of the price structure: the IBM PCXT with acolor monitor, one of the better modems, and aclassy
printer to handle high- quality color graphics, in case that later
becomes desirable.
Microcomputer
Printer
Monitor
Modem
Cables, adaptors, etc.
Approximate total

LOW-COST
4,000
500
200
100
500

MID- COST
5,000
800
400
200
600

HIGH-COST
5,000
2,500
600
700
700

5,300

7,000

9,500

While there may be less savings possible on IBM computer
products than on some others, it still may pay to shop around for your
XT, and it certainly will pay on the other items.
Another consideration which can come into play is-how long will
it take to get this stuff delivered to my doorstep? Here, too, most
authorized IBM sales locations will give you very little delay, but it's
something you should ask about.
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wise people will have little or no
adaptation " down time." Others
will need afamiliarity course. Arbitron was wise in going with what
has become an industry standard.
•ACCEPTANCE-Advertisers
look at things differently than
radio executives and salespeople.
They will look at any recent numbers. If acompetitor walks in with
a computer readout of monthly
rolling averages that seems to support the station's upward trend,
other stations in the market without the service may ultimately be
selling at an indirect disadvantage.
That is, it may not help at first to
have monthly computer-printed
rolling Arbitrends, but asalesperson unaware of the most recent
trending information may suffer. In
the long run, the buyers may get
hooked on computer ratings, and
their excuse for believing them (limited demographics and all) may be
that they are Arbitron numbers.
•NEW SALES CYCLES-More
frequent ratings may further cut
down the already short flights that
advertisers currently buy on stations. The idea is: why invest in
the long term if more ratings information may become available that
will contradict the buy over its
course.
Smart station people can also see
the other side of the argument.
Charge higher prices for less frequent buys and, if astation can perform over the long term, let's say a
year's worth of monthlies (note the
term), then the suggestion can be
made to advertisers to buy for the
longer haul, based on the past record and save money to boot.
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"We were selling with it
the same day
we installed it.
In a couple of hours we had
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they run their own reports.
The system has more than paid
for itself in pride,
professionalism, enthusiasm,
and confidence. The agencies
call us now."
Kerby E Confer
Chairman
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THE BEST REASON TO ADVERTISE
IN RADIO ONLY

Twenty-six thousand readers every month. Radio executives at virtually
every radio station and group in the country.
Even more, advertisers can pick the exact page position by
content. The free information card generates leads within weeks.
And, research shows RADIO ONLY beats all other trade
publications in reader thoroughness.
RADIO ONLY is radio - not TV, records or cable.
Your ad life is one-month, not one-week.
Reason enough?

26,000 RADIO EXECUTIVES EVERY MONTH
For more information contact Jerry Del Colliano at 609-424-6800 about rates and availabilities.

Cover Story
•HOW IT WORKS—The trend
format ( figures 1and 4) can show
quarter hour rating, share, cume
rating, and/or time- spent-listening figures for any available demo
cell, daypart, geographical area,
station or group of stations. It can
also show areport or combination
of reports.
By showing several rolling average reports or several quarterly reports, the user can present avisual
description of a station's performance over time.
The demo format ( figures 2and
5) can show quarter hour and/or
cume rating for any available demo
cell, daypart, geographical area, and
station or group of stations.
This information can be shown,
for any particular report, either in
alphabetical order or in rank order,
for the stations selected.
The change format ( figure 3) can

show the percentage change ( current report vs. one, two or three
prior reports) for any available
demo cell, daypart, geographical
area, for one station or agroup of
stations.
This enhances the " trend format" with the calculations to
show the degree of change in ratings
estimates from report to report
Figure 1 Quarterly Reports

Trend format

Figure 2 Quarterly Reports

Demo format

Figure 3 Quarterly Reports

Change format

Figure 4 Rolling Average Reports

Trend format

Figure 5 Rolling Average Reports

Demo format

Despite the industry's initial opposition to monthly microratings,
the future
looks promising.
Whether they are accepted or not
by radio executives, the real success will be judged by how hooked
advertisers get on more frequent
(if somewhat limited) ratings in-

formation. Knowing their taste for
ratings, monthly microratings
promise to be successful in the
long run.
Stations can adopt await and see
attitude with little immediate damage to their stations or billings.
Other executives will opt to go
with monthly microratings now,
not only as a " dress rehearsal" for
the future, but to be the station
that brings the more frequent ratings to the advertisers.
Even the biggest Arbitron critic
can't say with conviction that computer-delivered ratings will be set
aside in favor of the older, slower
printed book system exclusively.
The feeling is that anew way has
arrived. It will be up to Arbitron to
prove that their way can help stations make money.—By Jim Smith, a
Chicago-based research and program
consultant. and Jerry Del Dothan°

ARE WEEKLY RATINGS NEXT?
Who watched the Super Bowl? The World
Series? The Olympics? The farewell program of
"M*A*S"H"? The "Winds of War"? Or the " Who
shot J.R." episode on " Dallas"?
The day after " The Day After," we all knew the
estimates of how many people had seen the program the night before. Nielsen and Arbitron can
presently provide this almost instant television
ratings information: the " overnights."
But they can do this because of adifferent ratings
technology, the metered TV sets scattered across
the country, and increasingly found in " wired"
major markets. Radio ratings are neither wired
nor metered.
Given diary methodology and the time lag built
into the processing of aseven-day record of listening, there is no way that parallel " overnights" can
be produced for radio.
Even a twelve-week rolling average which is
computer-delivered on a weekly basis would—
again, assuming diary methodology—not be available until afew weeks after the fact, thus lacking
timeliness.
(In fact, such calculations can be done now in
four-book-a-year markets, using either AID or a
computer- or hand-analysis of a mechanical
diary...but only quite awhile after the fact.)
But what if we set aside the diary? Since metered
radio is impractical, what if we dealt only with
telephone coincidental? Could we have radio
"weeklies" or even " overnights"?
(Wait aminute! If salespeople are frightened by the
thought of monthlies, they'd be petrified by weeklies...so let's not even utter the word " overnights.")

The answer, of course, is yes. In fact, even Arbitron and Birch will do a telephone coincidental
for you. So will countless other research firms.
And with the know-how and enough people, you
could even do it yourself.
But Arbitron or Birch will charge you royally
for such a survey. So will most other research
firms. And if you do it yourself, you probably won't
be able to sell with the information, even if you
want to.
Weekly ratings, one way or another, might be
of some interest—again, more for programming
than sales—particularly with aformat change, personnel change, advertising campaign, or in agenerally volatile market.
But, of course, that is why countless major-market
stations do just that, either in-house or by hiring
a research firm to call for them. Given enough
calls, a relatively stable week- to-week tracking
device can be had.
Any PD who sees deterioration in the audience—
overall or within acritical demo cell—according to
reliable data can plan and make adjustments accordingly. And if growth is seen, full speed ahead!
As for overnights, if your only interest is programming—to see how a special program performed—it might be worth doing aquick reading
on how well your election coverage stacked up
against the competition's.
But to sell from such ratings on aday-after-day
(overnight-after-overnight) basis probably makes
little sense. The nature of radio is that it doesn't
change that much from program to program, day
to day, as TV does.
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WEEKLY TOP 40
Did You
Hear
What
Rick Dee
Said This
Week-EndP
Now every market
can hear what one
America's most
creative and successful air personalities
is saying.
RICK DEES' WEEKLY
TOP 40, aweekly four hour
countdown from The United
Stations, is hosted by Rick
Dees, Los Angeles' premier
morning personality from
KIIS ( FM).

Rick Dees is 1984's
biggest success story
in personality radio.
His ingenious wit,
his irresistible charm,
his cast of
comedic characters
RICK DEES' WEEKLY
TOP 40 is already broadcast
will attract new
listeners and keep
them coming back
week after week.

on some of the
î
hottest radio stations
Iincluding WHIZ in
New York, KIIS ( FM)
in Los Angeles,
WKQX in Chicago,
KYUU in San Francisco, WASH in
Washington, WZGC
in Atlanta, WGCL in
Cleveland, WRBQ
in Tampa/St. Petersburg, WCZY in
Detroit.. . ten of
the top ten Arbitron
rated markets and
the list grows daily.
For national sales information call our New York
office at ( 212) 869-7444.
For station clearance
information call our
Washington, D.C. office
at ( 703) 556-9870.

The United Stations
AMERICAS TARGET RADIO NETWORKS

Radio Programming

Why Jingles Will Be
Making aComeback
The same industry that once loved them and left them now needs
unique station identification again, but future jingles won't
sound anything like the past.
There are several reasons why
radio's love affair with jingles
nearly ended in divorce.
One reason is that program directors, entering the so-called
sophistication of the early 70s and
armed with research, decided that
station identifications, jingles and
promotion shouts were becoming a
detriment to their research-driven,
hip programming methods. Album
rock stations still can't find it in
their formats to program jingles.
The majority of rock stations
either don't use them or use them

of the radio station. They not only
added station identification, but
excitement and promotional reminders.
Here's the case now being made
for the necessity of returning to
jingles on the nation's radio stations.
Stations within various formats
share the same basic playlists, and,
according to audience surveys,
disc jockeys sound strikingly the
same. There are very few radio listeners who can identify radio stations at a quick listen, the way
program directors can.

on avery limited basis.
Over the years it seems that only
the adult contemporary stations
have continued using jingles on the
air. In many cases, the jingles that
they used were substandard, but
their thinking was adult contemporary stations are supposed to
have jingles.
The other important reason for
their decline is left at the feet of
syndicators and jingle producers
who became " Johnny-one-notes"
and, in effect, produced jingles
that all sounded alike. To this day,
radio station jingles sound alarmingly the same, and because of time
restraints imposed by "more-music"
program directors, the short
jingle's lack of creativity has become even more glaring.
There was aday in radio when
jingles were avery important part

So, the average listener, scanning up and down the dial, will
find within aformat the same records by title, or the same type of
records, and the same basic sounding air personality or disc jockey.
Unfortunately, they may even hear
the same phrases, such as " more
music," " uninterrupted music,"
"your cash-call station," "your
summer headquarters," etc. And,
to add insult to injury, they may
hear the same news stories when
stations break to do whatever news
is scheduled.
One of the things being uncovered
now in analyses of radio stations
which are performing well in ratings
is that they have some elements
that make the station different.
One of those elements usually, but
not always, is unique on-air presentation. To accomplish that end
program directors are leaning
toward jingles.
Today's jingles are very different

from the carbon-copy jingles of the
past. It serves no purpose to simply
order asound-alike package which
has no distinct melody and which
does not deliver the basic unique
proposition that the station would
like to have reinforced in its listeners' minds.
Here are some of the things that
are changing:
1. Stations are discovering that
buying stock jingle packages
which were produced for another
station usually will not fit in with
anew station in another market.
Syndication companies do this out
of necessity because of the high
cost involved in producing jingles.
When they get a hot one, they
package it up, dub it, send it out
in the mail, and try to sell as many
packages of it as they can. But this
does not work for the average radio
station with new, complex needs.
2. State-of-the-art sound is a
necessity, whether it is an AM or
an FM station. Too many times,
mass-produced jingle packages
with locally dubbed in call letters
and slogans sound inferior to the
music being featured on the station.
Program directors today understand one sound rule that cannot
be violated: the musical production, including the quality of the
singers and the dubbing, must equal
the fidelity of the music being featured on that radio station. If it
does not, the jingles will make the
station sound cheap and inferior.
3. It is senseless to produce jingles that do not support the unique
position of the radio station. Some
stations don't know what their
unique position is ; they're just
playing rock records.
Research could pinpoint how
they differ from other stations in
the marketplace. But once it is singled out by research, it becomes very
important to make sure that the
jingles sing the unique proposition.
4. It is desirable to have the frequency and the call letters sung
together. Focus groups will show
that the average listener cannot
identify a station readily, or as
readily as aprogram director could.
5. Too many jingle packages are
produced without taking care that
the frequency and call letters are
understandable. One of the latest
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tricks in jingle production is to
make sure that the call letters are
sung so distinctly that the listener
can almost hear the hyphens between the letters. This will encourage potential diary keepers to
write down the precise call letters
of the radio station. Jingles especially should be used after records
are finished, going into stop sets.
6. It is important to include disc
jockey " shouts" on stations that
feature personality. They are not
necessary on stations which sell
music instead of personality, and
even though they might assuage
some egos at the station, they are
not agood use of time.
7. Program directors are most
guilty of using jingles for the obvious, which is station call letters.
They very rarely see new opportunities for station jingles.
For example, astation that is hit
oriented and constantly does
countdowns of hits should have a
whole series of jingles which sell
the station's proposition, call letters and jingles, and feature the
number of the record being counted
down. For example, if it is the
number three record, it should
sing " 93 100(X Top Five at Five,
number three."
Some of the traditional ways of
using jingles are abad expenditure
of money. For example, five different jingles used for weather and
for news could better be devoted
to the main staple of programming.
8. A good jingle package should
not be abandoned for another one.
It is thought to be wrong today to
completely pull a jingle package
from the air and replace it with a
fresher one.
Listeners become used to hearing jingles on aradio station, and
the best way to update awinning
jingle package is to do it by adding
new cuts featuring new things, in
basically the same presentation.
Then gradually eliminate the one,
or two, or three jingles which are
worn out or which no longer live
up to the station's image. A redo of
a jingle package is a dangerous
thing, especially where astation has
good ratings and where the jingle
package is still state-of-the-art.
9. On rock stations research is
finding that jingles should be used
30
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frequently—between every record,
and after a record is over, going
into commercial sets. You cannot
give station identification enough
on any radio station, but it particularly lends itself to the juke boxTop 40 nature of arock station.
A case can be made for leaving
out jingles several times an hour
to increase the flow of music. That
becomes aprogramming decision.
It does not detract from the listener's enjoyment because, in effect,
two records back to back are really
considered one record, without
station identification in between.
But in general, on some formats like
rock, the more jingles, the better.
10. Jingles should be rotated
equally. That means that every
one has to be agood one. At most
radio stations, the disc jockeys
know the good ones from the bad
ones and favor the good ones. The
package then wears out quicker.
A way around this is to produce a
package of good musical cuts that
can be rotated on aregular basis.
11. Musical beds with the station's theme can be very useful for
contests, public service, or any station-related business, and listeners accustomed to listening to that
station will recognize the theme.
12. Always use more singers and
not less. Using fewer singers, no
matter how many times they are
overdubbed, sounds overdubbed.
The station has to live with this
sound for along time and, therefore,
should spend the extra money.
13. Stations are now considering
jingle packages produced for them.
They go to areputable company,
basing their decision not only on
the type of cooperation and the
cost, but on samples of some of
the work done for other radio stations demonstrating quality.
14. PDs are learning not to copy
another jingle package. So it is important to go to producers who are
creative and who can create something for the individual station's
market.
15. Stations are finding that they
want to retain rights to the jingles
that are produced, being careful
not to offer them into syndication
until it is in their best interest to
do so.
16. Care is being taken as to

where jingles are produced. Some
companies require residual fees
that are assessed on ayearly basis.
An attorney is usually involved in
the contract process.
17. Smart programmers are finding that they should always have
aprogram director present at the
studio during production of the
jingles for best results.
18. Only the jingles that are
mixed to the station's satisfaction
should be accepted. It should be
written into the contract because
many times jingles that sound great
in the studio, sound lousy on the air.
It should be expressly written that
the jingle producer will give satisfaction to the programmer.
The argument that customized
jingles cost too much is very
damaging to aradio station's reputation and image. Prepackaged
jingles will not have the flair,
the color, the excitement of each
unique station.
On the question of time, program
directors are becoming more flexible. Just as they accept records
which are longer than three minutes when they are hits, PDs have
to learn to accept jingles that are
over ten seconds long when they
are worth it.
The biggest thing holding up the
next jingle revolution is not program directors' willingness to put
jingles back on the air, but problems
with production companies and
syndicators who are having ahard
time dealing with the future and
the changing needs of radio stations.
Today's successful program directors are beginning to lead the
way, and can make jingles that
will give them acompetitive ratings edge. They are looking for a
cooperative, quality-oriented and
creative producer, either currently
producing radio jingles or producing
commericals for television, to work
on a cooperative project. Stations
are spending $30,000 or more in
large markets and perhaps $20,000
or slightly less in smaller markets.
As stations look for things that
will not only distinguish them
from the others but reinforce their
basics—the call letters, frequency,
and their unique proposition—
they are turning increasingly to
custom-made station jingles. III

GEORGE JOHNS

THE PHILOSOPHY

"It"s our people against their people,
period.'"
"The slower you go, the longer it lasts...
Most operators always want to do
everything at once."
"When one of our stations is cookin',
Idon't have to hear it...
Ican feel it in the halls."

GEORGE JOHNS

THE APPLICATION

KVIL Dallas
KLSI, Kansas City
KLSY Seattle
KLLS, San Antonio
KZBS, Oklahoma City
WIBC, Indianapolis
WMAG, GreensborolWinston-Salem1High Point
WRAL, Raleigh
WRMF, West Palm Beach
Success Breeds Success Breeds Success...

FairWest

Corporate Offices: 2007 N. Collins Blvd. Suite 501 Richardson, TX 75080 214/644-7800
California Office: 7602 Fay Ave. La Jolla, CA 92037 619/454-3202
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How to Have aTight Playlist
Without Being Repetitive
Now programmers want the advantages ofatightplaylist without the
adverse audience reaction. Here's how some are doing it.
What contemporary and Top 40
stations want is to be perceived as
playing a wide variety of music
when, in actuality, their playlist
remains tight.
It's the ultimate challenge because variety and repetition are
such opposites. But coming closer
to that seemingly unlikely goal is
more important now than ever.
Top 40 ( or hit radio) stations
have skyrocketed to the top of
their markets' ratings in the past
year, but as of the fall 1983 Arbitrons, these same stations appear
to be slipping or at least leveling
off. In many cases the rockers shot
to the top quickly, and what their
programmers do next could be critical in terms of survival.
Obviously, atight playlist is restrictive in itself. Stations that do
so reap an obvious benefit—always
having afamiliar, hot hit on the
air when listeners join them. They
reap aresidual benefit also of being
perceived as playing familiar, current, popular music.
The downside is that the tight
playlist becomes predictable or
boring, and simple elimination of
songs that face listener burnout is
not enough to solve the problem.
Programmers now see the answer
as accepting a relatively tight
playlist ( 25-40 tunes) but looking
to change the way the songs are
played and how the audience perceives the broadcast.
Most programmers are smart
enough to break their playlists
down into " hot hits," songs on the
way up, and songs leveling off or
on the way down. They usually
mix them but still wind up with
repetition trouble.
One approach is to add recurrents, songs that were big hits that
deserve lesser rotation, but this can
water down aplaylist only so much.
But by adding perhaps two or
three recurrents an hour and one
or two carefully chosen future
hits, the repetition can be lessened.

This is easier said than done because, as most programmers know
(and most managers don't), the few
new songs each week aren't always
tomorrow's legitimate hot hits.
Sometimes the PD's lack of objectivity, arecord promoter's enthusiasm or atrade paper's advertising
can be misleading.
So the real problem solvers are
making sure that their recurrents
are not burned out and are still acceptable ( don't go back too many
months) and that the future hits
are, in fact, hits to start with.
In other times, rock stations
would add oldies to water down the
repetition, but this is more dangerous than it ever was in today's competition for the rock and Top 40
listener. Quite simply, people expect hits, not oldies, when they
listen to hit stations.
Another thing that's being
avoided is new music—the type
that sets trends, punk or new
wave. It may seem to aid the " hip"
image of astation, but this type of
music doesn't usually test on the
same par with the nation's most
popular songs in any given week.
Formats made of new music entirely
have flopped. There appears to be
no advantage to sprinkling such
songs into station playlists even if
its primary purpose is to avoid too
much hit music repetition.
Researchers agree that unfamiliar music is potentially the most
volatile ingredient on astation.
Listeners also perceive more
variety when astation's on-air fare
doesn't flow from recent hit, big current hit, record on the way up, record
on the way down, and recurrent.
Even rearranging the music to
start with recurrent, big current
hit, record on the way up, new
music and record on the way down
makes the repetition factor seem
less offensive, even if it doesn't appear that way on paper.
Repetition is not necessarily bad
if the listener perceives it as mean-

ing that he or she can know what
to expect from the station. It's bad
when the listener perceives it as
undesirable or overly predictable.
The record industry may be
sending help on the way. In the
past many artists in aformat basically sounded alike. Today crossover artists like Culture Club,
Michael Jackson and Kenny Rogers
all sound very different, yet they
appear on the same playlist.
The station with the wider variety of music on their playlist may
wind up with the lesser ratings. The
station with the wider variety of the
30 or so hits may perform better.
The station that sells as part of its
image that it plays " the wider variety" or plays " songs you like with
less repetition" may do best.
The idea of breaking a new,
popular act nine or ten times ayear
is not out of character for Top 40
stations.
Most, however, simply pick the
future hits without regard for tomorrow's trends. Some consultants
think that by zeroing in on the
new artists likely to appeal to the
target audience, an image benefit
can be derived. Music Television
does this with regularity, even
though they are playing more hits
than they did when they signed on
several years ago.
It isn't easy to do, but finding
tomorrow's acts and making abig
deal of it on-the-air can actually
help astation's image with its listeners while the station continues
to play the 30 biggest tunes.
Even the way the music is presented is key. The Top 40 stations
start each quarter hour with atop
7or top 9hit, then the rest is predictable. The PD can reverse the
process and play the same hit
going into the hour and play the
most popular record after that.
Programmers will have to find
ways to reduce the predictability
of the music and change the order
in which it is played, the tunes
that are used to water down the
list and even the way the DJs set
up the music. But it can be done,
is being done now, and ( according
to listener research) must be done
to keep Top 40 or contemporary
listeners coming back for more.
— By Laura Loro & Jerry Del Colliano
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"SAFE" AC RECORDS
(Sample Hour)
Doobie Brothers
Barry Manilow

WHAT AFOOL BELIEVES
READ ' EM AND WEEP

Eagles
Chicago
Sheena Easton
Beatles
Fleetwood Mac
Bread
Kool & the Gang
James Taylor
Tolo
Billy Joel
Commodores
Barbra Streisand

I
CAN'T TELL YOU WHY
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW
ALMOST OVER YOU
MICHELLE
OVER MY HEAD
IF
JOANNA
FIRE AND RAIN
ROSANNA
UPTOWN GIRL
THREE TIMES ALADY
EVERGREEN

By repeating the strongest 250-300 records over and over
again, aprogrammer risks making his her station BORING to
the long-term listeners. Song by song, this appears to be a
strong hour of programming. But there's alimited variety—
these are all songs the station played yesterday and will have
to play again tomorrow.
'Indicates current

POTENTIAL "VARIETY" RECORDS
Cyrkle
Buddy Holly
Turtles
Jackson Five
Essex
Lett Banke
Classics IV
Beatles
Lovin Spoonful
Critters
Four Seasons
EIvis Presley
Dave Clark Five
Brooklyn Bridge

RED RUBBER BALL
MAYBE BABY
SHE'D RATHER BE WITH ME
THE LOVE YOU SAVE
EASIER SAID THAN DONE
WALK AWAY RENEE
EVERYDAY WITH YOU GIRL
P.S. I
LOVE YOU
DO YOU BELIEVE IN MAGIC
MR. DIEINGLY SAD
I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN
DON'T BE CRUEL
BECAUSE
WORST THAT COULD HAPPEN

By inserting less-familiar records ( like these) into aformat
hour, aprogrammer can promote "more vahety." give his-her
personalities more to talk about, and slow down the rotation
on the strongest 250-300 songs. The net effect for the station
is positive.

REVISED HOUR
Doobie Brothers
Barry Manilow
Classics IV
Chicago
Sheena Easton
Dave Clark Five
Fleetwood Mac
Love' Spoonful
Kool & the Gang
James Taylor

WHAT AFOOL BELIEVES
READ ' EM AND WEEP
EVERYDAY WITH YOU GIRL
IF YOU LEAVE ME NOW
ALMOST OVER YOU
BECAUSE
OVER MY HEAD
DO YOU BELIEVE IN MAGIC
JOANNA
FIRE AND RAIN

Toto
Billy Joel
Commodores
Four Seasons

ROSANNA
UPTOWN GIRL
THREE TIMES ALADY
I'VE GOT YOU UNDER MY SKIN

Those records that have been replaced by ••variety" cuts
(Eagles, Beatles, Bread, and Streisand) are not dropped:
they are simply played in the following hour. The strongest
250-300 records, instead of being played daily, can now be
played amore reasonable 3or 4times aweek, ( If there are
600 cuts in the "variety" category. each would be played
just once aweek.)
'Indicates current
SOURCE .Kurt Hanson, President, Strategic Radio Research
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"Soon, someone in your market
will be programming with
Transtar...
ranstar is the quality satellite radio network . . . where the
philosophy is that quality wins. Not only do our 24-hour
satellite-delivered formats save money . . . they win
audiences in a big way in all market sizes; whether it's
our Adult Contemporary format, Country, or the new,
exciting FORM104.* They win the most desirable
adult demographics. They win profit. When
someone in your market calls us toll-free at
1-800-654-3904, gets the facts, and begins to
program with Transtar .

will win."

IOW/

The Gauality Satellite Network

in our sound: Transtar's fidelity is as near perfect as
.Full spectrum 15 Khz. stereo so rich, so full, so clean
and noise-free—it sounds as though you are listening to the record
itself right off the turntable.

in our music: Each selection in our formats is
ontinuall
sted for appeal to its target audience by The Research
Group. Over $600,000 worth of research is done each year on the
music of our Adult Contemporary format alone.

in our personalities: Each Transtar personality is a top,
major-market professional . . . so good most major-market stations
don't have it so good. And each has been pre-tested to assure the
target audience really likes their voice, quality, style and material.

in our programmers: Each Transtar format is
programmed and carefully watched every day by people like Chick
Watkins, Mike Harvey and Tom Casey, among the most seasoned
professionals in the country. They each have success records in
markets, big and small, that span at least 25 years.

for WAIV-FM, Jacksonville, # 1 in adults 25-54** and # 1
n adults 25-49 programming Trarstar 19 hours every day and on
weekends.
pooll
--

for Y-94, Fresno, # 1 in adults 25-54 and # 1 in adults
, d incredibly dominant in the TSA using Transtar 19 hours
every day and on weekencs.

for Z-93, Colorado Springs, # 1 in adults 25-54 and #1
tn a u 25-49, a giant for 3 Arbitrons in a row using Transtar 20
hours every day and on weekends.

for KENO, Las Vegas, whp after one book using Transtar
,decided to move to fu I-time 24- hour Transtar programming. KENO, an AM station at 1460 kc, made a dramatic jump
from # 14 to #6 in adults 25-49 in the fall.
1WANT ID WIN. TELL ME MORE.
NAME:
STATION:
ADDRESS:
SEND in 620 SOUTH POINTE COURT, SUITE 185
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
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The Quality Satellite Network
Or for more information, just call us at
1-800-654-3904

• Service mark of Transtar Radio Network, fric.
** Figures based on Fall 83 Arbitron, 6A-12P Monday— Sunday, AOH Metro

Radio Programming
60- SECOND SEMINAR

Is No News Good News?
There is increasing evidence that listeners are forcing radio stations
to define the word before answering the question.

New Ways to
Do News

The latest tactics music stations
of listeners within it and these lit- use to keep their listeners
tle groups have varying needs. Yet well-informed.
with regard to news, this study
Among the most notable ideas:
found only ahandful of rock and
album rock listeners who said
•Carry news segments that they wanted no news whatsoever.
run under two minutes. Don't use
There was aclear majority that extickers, introductions or " correpressed adesire to hear some news spondent" reports that give afeeland information, so long as it was
ing of " traditional news."
given in small amounts.
•Never say the word news or
This came as no surprise to its modern day replacement—inReymer & Gersin's Senior Re- formation—on the air.
search Analyst Mark Kassof who , • Instruct news anchor people
notes, " People forget that the Oto speak the way the target audience
legendary Top 40 stations of the
speaks. Encourage them to write in
1960's like WLS and CKLW all had phrases, so when it is read on the air,
excellent news staffs in addition it will sound conversational.
to playing the hits."
•Use only networks that fit
Except for all-news stations, lisexactly into the target demoteners cannot depend on amusic graphic. Shop for networks that
station to give them " more depth" ?offer short-form broadcasts. See
in coverage. Even stations that
that it is delivered in aconversawant to continue doing traditional
tional way.
newscasts have to make ajudge•Accent people of interest to
ment as to where to draw the line.
the target group. Ask your reObvious past distinctions that
searcher to conduct a side study
local is better than national are
on this so that your listeners can
being shot down by new wisdom
be served.
that says local politics or legislative
•Always offer news in mornnews isn't necessarily any more ining drive, but only news of interest
teresting than a national story
to the target. There's no reason
about, say, Michael Jackson's near
why the morning personality can't
tragic flaming hair incident or perdo it. Spend the money on writers
sonality-centered stories.
and reporters ( off- air).
R.H. Bruskin did a survey for
Deregulation has eased the bur•Try having the personalities
CBS in mid- 1982 that said, among den of doing news for radio sta.othe news spread throughout the
other things, the vast majority of
tions around the country who, if
hour, instead of all at once. Have
18-34's do have an interest in
they chose, buried it in the allhim or her deliver it in his or her
news. Ninety-three percent of night shows.
own words.
those surveyed gave news as a
But now there is a sense that
•Be careful not to go to the
major reason why they listen.
news, or better yet, things of inother
extreme and overly stylize
Ninety-two percent of the females
terest to target audience and its
e news ( example: album rock
stated that local news in particular subgroups, are very much in deews being too hip, laid back or
mand by people who listen to
mattered to them. And these reanti-establishment).
Rule
of
sults were no different for AM or music radio stations.
thumb:
say
it
the
way
you
would
This
type
of
information
is
not
FM listeners.
really being addressed by radio say it to your target listener if you
An RAB study shows that 62
percent of 18-34's regarded radio networks because they remain were going to do it in person.
•Don't
forget
legitimate
as their first choice for getting largely " hard story" oriented.
news and information during Local stations have difficulty find- music news, but don't reach for it
ing and communicating this type either.
morning drive and midday.
And then, there is the controver- of news because of their limited
•Stop doing weather forecasts. Say the weather just as you
sial " Radio Wars" study done by budgets, know-how and resources.
Reymer & Gersin this past fall for
would if someone in your target
It is obvious that listeners still
the NAB. It first pointed out that want news ;what is not so obvious group asked, " What's it going to
VIO today?" lill
each format has various subgroups is what kind.—By Donna Helper

Even before deregulation, music
stations were hedging their bets on
news. Some obligingly ran it in
morning drive and then not again
until maybe noon and afternoon
drive. Some forgot about noon.
Some forgot about afternoon drive.
To music program directors news
mixes with music like oil mixes
with water. And to listeners the
word news itself frequently takes
on anegative connotation. Researchers think this is because most news
is tragedy, death or disaster.
What's going on now is aredefinition of what news is in light of
confusing and sometimes controversial research.

t
u
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HOW DOES YOUR GOLD STACK UP?

Before answering, let SURREY ask your
listeners. After all, their opinion is the one
that matters to you most.
Through SURREY's new A & 0 auditoriummode music test, you'll be able to determine
listeners favorites and most familiar songs,
as well as those they're least tired of
hearing. In-depth information will highlight
station preference, cuming behavior and
life-style characteristics of these listeners.
SURREY's A & 0 music series—"A" as in
ALPHA, meaning beginning, " 0" as in
OMEGA, meaning end— really is everything
you'll need in oldies information.
Your results, which can be received in as
short as two weeks following testing, will be
presented in two parts. In the opening
ALPHA phase, you'll be supplied six separate
listings of all titles tested, broken down by
male, female and combined scores, with
three listings displayed alphabetically by
title and the remaining three ranked by
score. In the ranked-song segment, overall
ratings will be color-coded to indicate the
strength of each song's preference.
In the concluding OMEGA phase, each title
will be broken down by response categories,
crosstabulated with various demo groups,
their listening habits and other desired
information. These categories will be
determined by the client with as many as
twelve categories allowed per title.
To learn more about SURREY's new A &
music series call now. ( 303) 989-9980.
Once you've had achance to become fully
acquainted with this series we think you'll
agree it really is the most complete concept
in testing oldies available to radio today.

SURREY
165 South Unlon. Surte 606. Denver. Colorado 80228

1

MUSIC IS CHANGING... FORMATS ARE CHANGING.
NO MATTER WHAT CHANGES YOU FACE...

RICO'S
G011ie0111
co

RKO

RADIO NETWORKS

•News and demographic information programming.
RKO ONE—# 1in rank among youth networks.*
RKO TWO—# 1in growth among adult networks.*

•Long-form music programming.
RKO Radioshows—bringing over 1600 stations more LIVE
entertainment series and specials than any other network.

•Ultimate in satellite technology.
Full digital stereo on Satcom 1H.. . and RKO provides
dishes to its top market affiliates.

•Free station services to generate local sales.
BMC Co-op plan, Market- Buy- Market and Simmons research
support, lnterkom and station promotion packages.

Visit RKO in the Hilton Suite 2962...the one network that's
got you covered!

*Source RADAR 28, Vol. 2Mon Sun, 6AM-midnight, AQH. Various demographic/daypart combinations.

Seattle deserves the best
and gets it!

Torbet Radio's personnel deserve
credit not just for outstanding sales
results.. but for the way they've
positioned the qualitative aspects
of this radio station in the minds
of the national buyer. They sell
national spot radio the way it
should be sold."

"In 1983, KSEA gave Torbet improved
ratings and lower demographics to
sell. In return, Torbet gave KSEA a
50% national sales increase. Now
that's a great trade! "

Joseph K Abel
Vice President and
General Manager
KI120 Newsradio 71
Seattle. Washington

William T Knudsen
Vice President and
General Manager
KSEA 101 FM
Seattle. Washington

As a station manager today, you must look for new ways to build audience
and sales, to seize every advantage and expect the most from the people
who serve you. Torbet Radio understands and shares this belief and is
committed to increasing your national sales through superior sales data,
stronger sales techniques and motivated people

ir

brbert Radio
New York
Denver

Philadelphia

Los Angeles

Boston

San Francisco

Chicago

Detroit

Seattle

Portland

SI Louis

Atlanta

Salt Lake City

Dallas

Minneapolis

Sales

Establishing aWinning
Daily Routine
Now there is evidence that isolating the most important tasks into a
"no nonsense" schedule can pay off in dollars.
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And now back to reality.
It is difficult for radio salespeople
to establish awinning daily routine
because no two days are alike. To
paraphrase an American Management Association poster, " Radio
sales is aseries of interruptions, interrupted by interruptions." The
nature of the radio sales job works
against the salesperson who wants
to establish aroutine.
Selling radio advertising is a
time-consuming job. You are selling an intangible service, and it
is impossible to separate the selling of the service from its delivery.
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You make the sale. Then, you really
go to work to get the copy written,
the ad produced, the final product
auditioned and approved and the
customer serviced. The more advertising time you sell, the less
sales time you have left to sell
more advertising.
There is an ongoing debate between sales managers and salespeople about whether to make alot
of calls or to make afew quality
calls each day. As one sales manager says, "It isn't an either/or situation. Iwant my sales team making
alot of quality calls each day."

One definition of aquality call
is to ask adecision maker to advertise something specific using a
specific schedule.
At aFebruary seminar in Minneapolis, 147 radio advertising
salespeople put together a list of
their top selling activities. Here
they are ( in no particular order):
•Prepare proposals
•Make face-to-face presentations of proposals
•Prospect for new business
•Plan, set goals
•Make collections
•Write copy and/or " spec"
commercials
•Upsell current advertisers
•Gather data ( Consultant Sell)
•Make appointments
•Service,
maintain current
business
Another way to look at these activities is to consider them as part
of aselling system. Consider any
advertiser or prospect. The objective is always to get closer to making apresentation that gets nearer
to aclose. As long as you are somewhere in the inner circle, you are
getting closer to the close. Radio
salespeople who plan the top ten
activities into their day consistently bill more.
Chances are salespeople already
know what they should be doing,
but they may not always do it.
Forty-four years ago, Albert N.
Gray delivered a speech to the
National Association of Life
Underwriters. " The Common Denominator of Success" contains
information that is immediately
applicable to the radio sales job.
According to Gray, "The common
denominator of success—the secret of success for every person who
has ever been successful—lies in
the fact that he or she formed the
habit of doing things that failures
don't like to do."
The things that failures don't
like to do are the things that successful people don't like to do
either. But successful people do
them anyway. Gray continued,
"We don't like to call on people
who don't want to see us and talk
about something they don't want
to talk about. Any reluctance to
RADIO ONLY / APRIL 1984
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Sales
follow adefinite prospecting program, to use prepared sales talks,
to organize time and to organize
effort are all caused by this one
basic dislike."
According to Gray, successful
people don't like to face rejection
any more than failures do. But
they focus on having pleasing
results rather than pleasing
methods. Obviously pleasing results are increased
billing, more prestige and
other outward signs of success. Pleasing methods involve getting people to like
you first, or going around
town hoping to find someone
who likes the station and is
thinking about advertising.
Here are some ways to establish awinning daily routine.
Picking up tapes from other stations or agencies. Driving across
town can eat up prime selling
time. In Madison, WI, the Madison
Area Radio Association has gone
into the courier business. The
courier starts on the east side of
town in the morning and picks up
and delivers tapes to stations. In
the afternoon the courier starts on
the west side and goes to the east
side. The courier is acollege student. The charge for the service is
$133 per month per combo and
$65 for a single station. WISM
Sales Manager Rex Hanson estimates that his eight-person sales
team saves at least 32 hours a
month because of the service.
Preparing proposals. A presentation can be prepared in five minutes with a changeable rubber
stamp. Simply set the client's
name, and stamp that name on a
calendar the number of times the
commercial is to run. Explain that
each name represents a30- or 60MONDAY

TUESDAY

APROFESSIONAL
SELLING SYSTEM
ALSE TTING

Go

HANDLE
STALLS
AND
OBJECTIONS

° MMUNICATION

second commercial. Even better,
"We've made sure your name is included in the ad five times so that
in this 50-spot schedule, your name
will be mentioned 250 times!"
One salesperson using this system reports that when aclient says
that there are too many ads in the
schedule, the salesperson hands
him apen and says,"Scratch out the
ones you don't want, and I'll refigure the cost." It is very difficult
for the client to scratch out his or
her own name. And it is easier to
demonstrate the advantages of frequency with aschedule like this.
You can make 10 presentations
per day by stamping the name
right in front of the client. " Each
time Istamp your name indicates
another impression for you on our
average quarter audience of 7,000
people." Stamp. Stamp. Stamp.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

CLIENT NAME

10

(LIEN( NAME

GAM NAME
,CLIENT NAME
CLIEN1 NAME

Mid
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Hiring personal sales secretaries. Some radio salespeople
pay a part-time employee $4.50/
hour to sit at the salesperson's
desk and handle paperwork, client
contacts, appointment making,
auditioning ads to clients, presentation writing, co-op work and
other time-consuming duties.
This frees time for the salesperson to make face-to-face
calls. And the client gets
better
service.
Saving
twenty hours aweek means
athousand hours per year.
That's like having an additional 125 eight-hour selling days per year.
Theoretically, a salesperson should be able to increase
commissions 50 percent with a
personal sales secretary. In the
example above, your out-of-pocket
costs would have been $4,500,
which would have been deductible
as abusiness expense.
Take aretailer to breakfast. Retailers who won't give you an appointment and who force you to
drop by, waste alot of your time.
They will often meet for breakfast
or before the store opens. Breakfast
meetings have the advantage of
being the cheapest meal to buy and
the most conducive for doing business. Many successful radio salespeople report that making one or
two calls on Saturday morning before 10:00 a.m. impresses clients.
There are few shoppers in the
stores and the retailers are impressed that you work their hours.
A winning routine is more than
afull day of activities. More and
more successful salespeople have
exercise programs to keep them
healthy and energetic. And they
develop their minds with an ongoing program of reading and other
educational activities. While there
may be an occasional day like the
one described at the top of this article, awinning routine will leave
the salesperson time for leisure activities which will act as a " recharge" for the next day's sales
calls.—ay
Chris
•

Lytle,
president
of
Madison,
WI- based
Chris Lytle and Associates, a sales consulting firm

Toll-free 800-521-2537
in Mich 313-358-1040
25140 Lahser Rd, Ste 232
Southfield, MI 48034
Serving Broadcasters
since 1970.

Sales

The Trend Toward Custom
Sales Proposals
The new thing is to throw away those "stuffed-in"printed sales brochures
and replace them with well-written, totally customized pitches.
Salespeople have been packing
their brief cases for years with rate
cards, personality profiles, slick
folders, ratings reprints, coverage
maps and the like, only to find that,
in the end, none of these methods
actually contribute to increased
probability of getting the order.
Now " new era" sales managers
are removing the preprinted literature from the premises and replacing it with preprinted binder cards.
It sounds unimpressive until the
prospective client sees what is contained between the covers.
Custom proposals by definition
are not boilerplate pitches typed
by asecretary, but conclusions and
propositions put forth by the salesperson only after doing some investigative research.
In the process, these " new era"
sales managers have discovered
that they no longer have to police
their people with respect to how
they use their time. The salesperson is responsible for taking the
work from, the initial phone call
through to the final face-to-face
meeting. Managers have also discovered that there is no way for a
salesperson to fake acustom report. This eliminates the policing
function some sales managers hate.
What is evolving is anew way
sales managers can condition their
people to do the very things that
can help close the sale.
What is now being required are
custom, personalized proposals,
based on a preinterview phone
conversation concerning perceived
needs and interests.
For example, asalesperson representing aradio station would not
just make contact by phone to set
up the appointment, but would try
to learn as much as possible about
the needs, prejudices and habits of
the potential client, by what has
previously been an unorthodox
means—simply by asking.
Then, the salesperson either dictates or types a custom proposal
46
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that does not necessarily include a
complete rate card in lieu of aspecific proposal, based on perceived
needs. The salesperson is not always right on the money, but the
custom proposal is impressive, and
it is very much about the client's
favorite topic—himself/herself.
This customized item is being
bound in a booklet with a preprinted cover that includes the station's logo and is devoid of nonbusinesslike boasts, slogans or
pitches. In effect, it has become
radio's first professional proposal
and contrasts sharply with the
stuffed-in look that most salespeople leave behind as areminder
of the sales visit.
What is becoming apparent is
the importance of the first telephone call for ascertaining needs
and predispositions. This is not
the time to sell. It's the time to go
to work.
Conversations should elicit responses that find out how much
budgets are, which stations clients
like, which stations the buyer personally listens to, which stations
appear to be overpriced, what type
of ad response would be considered
asuccess and other projections of
possible conditions.
It is definitely harder for salespeople to prepare these proposals
because they are, by nature, individual reports. Sales managers who
see that asalesperson is getting too
repetitive in apitch can help redirect the rep with new questions
that fit the particular client.
A lot has been written about the
way to look, act and ask for the
sale, but the fact remains that
most stations still leave behind
too much information that actually appears to distract from the
buying procedure.
In contrast, salespeople who balance the number of calls they make
with the number of screening calls
they arrange and personal custom
proposals they write are, in es-

sence, working on the very processes that assure sales success.
By setting up asales system that
requires salespeople to do the
things that help make them effective, sales managers never have to
ask how many more sales calls are
being made, but can establish a
more comfortable ratio, that will
include a serious screening process and awritten proposal.
It doesn't appear to matter
whether a salesperson can type,
either. New era sales managers
buy or trade out pocket tape recorders that can be used to dictate
these special custom reports, and
avery efficient sales secretary can
not only type them, but bind them
together as well.
One hint is to exclude alot of
extraneous information that some
radio executives have previously
considered to be effective. Slick
booklets on disc jockeys or coverage maps that usually are not
necessary are awaste of money for
the station and are a distraction
for the prospect.
In shorthand, the selling process
can be aided by making everything
in print meaningful to the prospect's concerns and predispositions.
Anything else is considered awaste.
Even ratings are a distraction
since it doesn't take a prospect
long to be wary of how radio stations break out rating books.
This doesn't mean ratings should
not be included, but they should be
custom written with the prospect's
goals and predispositions in mind.
There is more of achance that the
proposals will be read and considered if asalesperson has taken the
time to write them with the prospect's interests in mind.
This is aradical departure from
traditional sales prep and procedure, but the results make questions about how many sales calls
a salesperson should make suddenly irrelevant.
The emerging trend is to make
the proposals readable ( five minutes), effective (playing up the station's best advantage), and different ( unique paper, packaging and
printing). Such extraordinary sales
proposals are beginning to make
"stuffed kits" look ordinary. II

GREENWOOD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS PRESENTS

SALES PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

FIVE YEARS
IN DEVELOPMENT
eight years ago, eaders in the
aroodcast industry asked Ken
Greenwood to develop a comprehensive sales. training program designed specifically for
!radio salespeople After five
years of writing producing, and
actual in- station field testing the
Sales Performance System ( SPS)
became a reality Today, SPS is
used successfully ay over 300
radio stations coast to coast.

SALES PERFORMANCE
SYSTEM BENEFITS
ARE TANGIBLE
The Sales Performance System fits the
structure cf your sales team, because
it's tailored to requirements of your
station SPS is flexible and modular and
designed to fit sales meetings of varying intensity and length. Wkth SPS there
is no wasted effort because it all app ies to - in the field - sales productivity.
The bene`its are tangible because SPS
works

THE COMPLETE SALES
PERFORMANCE SYSTEM CONTAINS

BACKED BY
GREENWOOD
DEVELOPMENT
PROFESSIONALS
Greenwood Development Programs
backs UD ,the Sales Performance System with continuing colsultat on. SPS is
an ongoing. program. The GDP staff of
professionals is available on an on gong basis for discussion of ideas,
techniques and individual problems

SEND FOR FREE
TRAINING SESSION
ON LISTENING

Compelling color video tapes demonstrating • eal world " how ta"
technicues
Audio cassettes and workbooks for each salesperson.
A Leader's Guide provides the sales manager with a step-by-step program for maximizing training eftec tiveness and minimizing effort.
Managing Interpersonal Relationships/Sales Performance System Orientation Seminar. . a 2T'2 day semirar to tailor SPS to your station and provide
the social style technology for more effective management of your people.

Send for more information aboLt SPS and
we will seno you The Power of SkiPful
Lietering a 2-4 hour trairirrg session at
your station, which includes aucio tape,
Leader Guide and workboo<s for
each satespeffson
Video monicr not included

Ongoing contact through a regular rewsletter and telephone
corsultation.

CALL TOLL FREE
REQUEST MORE INFORMATION TODAY!

800-331-9115

Please send more information on SPS and the free training session on listening

1
,
1CK_AHOMA CALL 7,DLLECT

Please send student workbooks for The Power of Skillful Listening
salespeople

918-743-4152
Mat' to:

CDP

GREENWOOD
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

P.O. Box 52910
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74152

for

Please print
Name
Address
City

Title

Station Call Letters
Phone Number (
_ State

Zip

Sales

How to Write a Custom Sales Pitch
Here are some of the winning habits sales executives are using to replace the stuffed-in sales brochure
that frequently distracts the prospect from buying.
•Never include DJ literature that has been preprinted. Any references to personalities should be
part of the typed report.
•Only include one thought per page. Use as many
pages as necessary, but deal with only one thought
per page.
•Leave alot of white space on the page so that
it looks like an easy assignment to read the report.
•Include the reading time on the cover. If it says
that the reading time is five minutes, abusy advertising prospect can decide when he or she will have
the time to go through it. Make sure the reading
time is as accurate as possible.
•Don't bind in preprinted matter to make the
custom proposal look more substantial. In this case,
less is more, especially if it directly relates to the
prospect.
•Use the prospect's name at least once on each
page.
•Number the pages so you can refer to them at
alater date in one-on-one communication.
•Make sure what is written in the proposal jives
100 percent with what is going to be said in aface-toface meeting. Chances are, awell-written, smaller
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report will be remembered by the prospect, and he
or she may notice disparity between what is being
read and what is being said.
•Use the best typewriter in the station to type
the pitch. Use the highest quality paper.
•Use aword processor when available, but resist
the temptation to include so-called boilerplate language which will make salespeople lazy.
•Insist on a 100 percent new, custom letter for
every client. No precanned pitches. Feel free to send
the salesperson back to the typewriter if the pitches
become standard.
•Use crisp language, and get right to the point.
•Use aheadline on each page which, in effect,
will make the point.
•Include aworksheet in the back of the proposal
that allows the prospect to do some figuring or note
taking.
•Sincerely invite questions.
•Make sure the proposal arrives before the scheduled face-to-face meeting.
•Bring extra copies in case your prospective
client mislaid it or failed to read it before the
meeting.
•Consider that the custom proposal is the homework that earns the salesperson the right to take the
time of the client in convincing him/her to advertise.

AT LAST: A FULLSERVICE SYNDICATION
AND CONSULTING
COMPANY RUN BY
RADIO PEOPLE FOR
RADIO PEOPLE ...

first began serving radio stations in 1959 as part of the International Good Music
Company. Now, under new ownership and management,
has redefined syndication and
consulting services to be most responsive to the needs of radio station operators. Les Smith,
Bob English, Beau Phillips and John Sherman have assembled acorps of successful radio
programmers and managers . . . winning broadcasters who understand the problems you face
every day in acompetitive radio environment... and who offer solutions consistent with
providing acompetitive sound for apositive bottom line result! Tested and proven music
systems, positioning and marketing strategies, sales and station promotion planning are all
part of the 1.',1 menu, and our announced formats offer such winning personalities as Chris
Lane of L.A. and Phil Harper of Seattle. If your station deserves the highest quality, most
saleable programming... and support personnel to enrich your profit retention ... you
deserve to be a1);.--?-1
winning station! Call
today at 800-426-9082 . . . or collect at (206)
if"
454-5010 . . . to learn how
will help you win. You may learn how to keep winning for years
to come!

BROADCAST PROGRAMMING INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX 2027 • BELLEVUE WA 98009 206-454-5010 TOLL FREE 800-426-9082

F

lashback. Not just another
"oldies" show. It recreates the
'60's and 70 swith music, news
clips, TV shows and commercial and
comedy bits. All brought to life in a
modular 3- hour program. Two hours of
programming devoted to atheme such
as " love" or " one- hit-wonders." One
hour that looks at this week in rock
history." Three hours of truly visual
radio designed to boost weekend
shares. Call (212) 664-4193 today.
Flashback. It dares to go where none
have gone before.

NBC Rodios Young Adult Network

Flashback is hosted by John DeBella.
Produced by Dan Formento/Radio Today.

wzmumm....
mommumum.

Ratings and Research

Problems Plaguing Focus Groups
An increasing number of stations are questioning the value offocus
groups because somef ast-talking researchers are succeeding in pulling
one over on eager executives.
Radio executives are really relawho should be in the groups, how
tive novices at using research. It
many sessions there will be, when
is true that the station's program
and where they should be held,
or music director may have prewhat external stimuli will be used
(if any) to encourage discussion
ceded the GM in utilizing research, but not by that much.
(e.g., rough concepts, product samThat's why agrowing number of ples, advertising copy), what type
radio executives are getting wise to
of moderator report is needed, etc.
atendency by some researchers to
This information is necessary to
fast talk them into a " focus group"
give direction to the supplier ( or
project. There are so many ways a moderator) so that the logistics of
focus study can go off track, and
the session can be properly planned,
only the more conscientious reand so an accurate cost estimate
search companies take the time to
can be provided.
do it right.
Select the right group modConnecticut Consulting Group's
erator.
Frequently,
moderator
Thomas Greenbaum has deskills are taken for granted, and
veloped a " quick study" program
not enough emphasis is given to
to help executives avoid future
selecting a qualified person. At
costly mistakes.
least one should interview the
Focus groups consist of adiscusmoderator to insure that the persion among asmall group of people
son selected has good listening
(normally eight to twelve) about a skills, a key to successful group
specific topic of interest. Groups are
leadership.
led by atrained moderator. The role
Conduct an effective moderator
of the moderator is to guide the flow
briefing.
An effective briefing is
of the session in order to cover the
one
that
provides the moderator
desired material, to elicit responses
with the conceptual information
from each of the group participants,
which is needed to insure that the
to utilize the group dynamics to
subject matter and research objecstimulate in-depth discussions and
tives are understood, but it should
obtain different viewpoints.
not seek to make the moderator
The quality of focus group rean " expert," as that could reduce
search can be improved dramatithe group leader's effectiveness.
cally by adherence to the following simee rules.
Develop a detailed moderator
guide.
In conjunction with the
Confirm that focus groups repmoderator,
the client should
resent the best research method to
develop
a
comprehensive
discusachieve the stated objectives. It is
not unusual for companies to plan sion guide for the sessions. This
focus group research, because of outline should identify the specific
its relatively low absolute cost and topic areas which should be covquick results turnaround, to pro- ered, the relative priority of each
vide input that should be obtained and the appropriate sequence.
via quantitative methodology involving mail, telephone or personal interviews. Therefore, it is
essential to insure that the objectives of the project can be achieved
by using the focus group.
Develop aclear statement of the
focus group specifications. This is
intended to establish such things
as the characteristics of the people

Have key client personnel attend
the groups. While this may seem to
be very obvious, many managers
rely on tapes or the moderator's report to learn what transpired. There
simply is no substitute for observing the groups in progress.
Insure that the groups are conducted in a quality facility. The
room should be comfortable for

the participants, free from external noises and contain a " hidden"
viewing room for clients to view
the proceedings.
Agree on an interactive process
with the moderator prior to beginning the sessions. It is vital that
the " rules" be established before
the session begins, regarding
whether there will be contact between the moderator and the
client, and what form that interaction will take ( e.g., notes sent into
the group room, or session breaks
for the moderator to go to the
viewing room).
Rescreen all group participants
when they arrive at the research
facility. This step insures that the
specifications of the people who
will participate are consistent
with the original intent.
Watch the people participating
while you listen to the comments.
Often some of the most valuable
information which comes from
focus group sessions is the nonverbal communication ( facial expressions, body movements) which
the respondents elicit.
Listen for big ideas rather than
details. Since focus group research
is qualitative ( as opposed to quantitative), the key outputs should
focus on broad concepts which reflect group consensus, rather than
the specific ideas of one-two participants who are more vocal or
articulate than the others.
Conduct apostgroup discussion
with the moderator and all the
client personnel in attendance immediately upon completion of the
session to review the observers'
reactions while the material is
fresh in their minds. These discussions should focus on the key observations and the actions which
should be taken as aresult of the
information obtained, and should
not be viewed as opportunities to
sell conclusions and recommendations to others present. This is a
very important consideration.
There is arisk that, if not handled
properly, the postgroup discussion
could serve to bias the moderator
and reduce the probability of receiving an objective report. IN
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NOW ON CASSETTE from CHRIS LYTLE & ASSOCIATES

HOW TO WRITE SELLING COPY
Plus How to Manage Your Time and Your Account List

Sales training
for your
whole radio station
Reduce the number of
times you hear the
objection, "Itried radio,
but it didn't work."
The sales seminar
for your
other
sales department.
Copy is vital to the success of every radio
ad. Its half the talk on an all- music station
And yet many copywriters face deadline
pressures and work with sketchy information. It's hard to write selling copy for a
store you've never visited and for
merchandise you've never seen. And great
production can't cover for bad copy.
Copywriters and production people are
your other sales department. They must
create commercials that sell merchandise.
Meeting deadlines is not enough. Writing
copy that consistently sells merchandise
differentiates your station from the
competition.

Personally conducted
by Chris Lytle
This program contains the information
from Chris's live seminar. But it has been
completely rewritten and re-recorded for
cassette. You get pure information professionally recorded and edited. Not alive
performance with room noise and dead air.
During the past ten years Chris has written
thousands of radio ads. He has sold
millions in radio time. But more important.
he has helped advertisers sell millions
more.
He knows how to get results for clients
consistently. He can teach you to do the
same thing.
Chris has sold radio in small and medium
markets. He's managed salespeople.
Important: Chris Lytle is the only sales
trainer in the broadcast industry who
continues to write commercials for local
clients and buy advertising weekly.

Check 21 Lytle on the FREE Reader
Information Card to receive information on
upcoming seminars and programs.

This seminar will help
you sell merchandise
for your advertisers
and get repeat
business for your
station.
From the 14-page seminar
outline:
•The six elements of every
successful ad.
•A systematic approach to copywriting.
•Finding the combination of
words that sell.
•The "matchbook cover syndrome!'
•Eliminate the killer clichés that
cripple copy.
•Calculate your cliché index.
•Tap the two best sources of
copy ideas.
•Applying "positioning strategies" locally.
•Increase station sales with
selling copy.
•How to involve advertisers in
their copy.
•Why truth is better than creativity.
•A layout sheet for radio copy.

Information that you
can apply immediately
to increase your sales
and your advertisers'
sales.

$95
How to Write Selling
Copy includes:
•3cassettes
•4 14-page seminar workbooks
•An attractive binder to hold all material ,

Others already
are profiting
from the information.
"Pointed out many ways to develop knowledge
of acustomer's business and to turn that
knowledge into radio copy."
John Morlock, Sales Rep.
KRMS, Osage Beach, MO
"This (seminar) is something Iwill definaely
share with our sales department."
Sue Thomsen, Continuity Director,
WXCL/WKQA, Peoria, IL
"The seminar helps transform copywriting
from achore into an integral part of the
selling process."
Bill Merague, Sales Manager,
WWQM/WHIT, Madison, WI

Money back guarantee
You must be completely satisfied that this
program will increase your sales by
increasing your clients' sales. If you're not
satisfied, return the copywriting program
within 30 days and keep ¡the time management cassette and workbook as our free
gift.

FREE BONUS CASSETTE
How to manage your time
and your account list.
•What information you need
before you set billing goals.
•Strategies for doubling your
billing without increasing your
workload.
•Why you need to set seven
goals instead of one.
•What are the five key selling
activities?
•How to keep accounts by
selling them more.
•How to reduce the size of your
account list and increase your
billing.
•How to focus your energy on
the best prospects.
•The two "magic numbers" that
you cannot ignore, but which
you often do.

To Order:
CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-242-2995
in Wisconsin

1-800-558-8133
in all other continental U.S. states
for C.O.D. and credit card orders.
or
Send acheck for $95.00 with your
business card to:

CHRIS

LYTLE

&ASSOCIATES
110 E Main
Madison,

St. Suite 401
WI 5370

How to Write a Press Release
Stations are nowfinding that mostpress releases are awaste oftime,
but one radical alternative is working.
Radio stations, although they
may be good at presenting news
to their listeners, are having adifficult time reporting news which
might gain them publicity in the
local and trade press.
The process appears doomed
from the start. First, the executive
in charge delegates the job to either
his or her secretary or to amember
of the promotion department, if
the station has one.
Usually, the chief executive,
skilled in sales but not necessarily
in written communication, has
difficulty getting his or her ideas
across. Then, the person writing
the press release starts with acommunication problem. No wonder
press releases are of so little value.
But radio executives feel that
press releases are very effective,
and, frankly, it's not the kind of
item that appears out of line to the
cost conscious executive. Nevertheless, the fact remains that most
press releases are ineffective, and
they also are awaste of money.
Radio stations aren't the only
industry institutions to write poor
press releases. Networks and syndication companies in many cases
are even worse.
Here's how publicity conscious
executives are taking anew look
at making the press release an effective tool once again.
Smart managers give the job of
writing press releases to the person in the station with the best
writing skills. This may not be his
or her secretary and too frequently
is not the promotion person or
copywriter, either. It may be
someone in the news department.
Good writers are being paid for
their skill, which is why some
radio executives turn to a freelance or an industry writer to generate effective press releases.
Some managers are willing to
pay their staffers above and
beyond their regular salary to generate an effective press release.
One key is when the writer meets
the deadline, the station promptly

presents him or her with abonus
check for the writing services.
A good rapport with the writer
is necessary. This means that when
the chief executive is spelling out
the news, the writer is asking
questions to better understand the
significance.
Perhaps the best advice that stations writing effective news releases adhere to is to not generate
arelease on minor happenings.

Sources get used to seeing station
news releases, and when the station
gets a reputation for announcing
every promotion, every hiring,
every contest, chances are the release will wind up in the trash can
every time.
Actually more is not better
when it comes to effective press
releases. When astation actually
has news to shout about, the release, more often than not, can be
written in an informational form
which allows a reader to make
quick work of understanding the
happening.
Another area that has been seriously revised is the style of writing. Flip is definitely out. Longwinded was never in. Disjointed
serves no purpose. The topic of interest should be written about as
if it were alegitimate news story.
If the writer finds it hard to do

so, it may actually indicate that
the topic isn't worth anews release.
The hints that work best:
•Keep it short—no more than
two pages.
•Write in the present tense
when possible.
•Lead with the news item first.
•Believe it or not, it is better to
sound like a newspaper than to
sound like aPR sheet.
•List the most important information first.
•Stick with the basics. Keep the
background
material
to
a
minimum.
•Smart PR writers are finding
that to pose aquestion at the end
of the press release may invite
further inquiry. For example, in a
news release about anew morning
team written for the local and
trade press, some smart managers
will save one juicy detail for the
question at the end to guarantee a
phone call back to them. One way
is to say " To find out the salary
that WXXX is paying the new
team, call Jane Doe." It's this
phone call that will allow for the
real one-on-one communication
that can make the story not only
better, but more accurate.
•Keep the boss's ego out of the
press release. It is not necessary to
get in one or two of the management names. Usually, the people
reading the release will ignore the
names anyway because they are
ordinarily not the news.
•Reread to see that enough interesting information is in the release.
•Like any good editor, cut the
copy and make it more succinct
with five or more revisions.
•Test it for effectiveness on
someone reliable.
The sum total of what is being
discovered is that less frequent,
tightly written, newsier, more
timely press releases are the most
effective ones. But to maximize
the PR effect, executives are finding they have to withhold one big,
interesting point that can only be
had by aphone call to the station.
Then, the real publicity begins
on the station's own terms—the
verbal communication at which it
is best. Ill
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We're
United
United's Commitment to Success is
Backed by its People.
Wayne Agnew • Debra Anderson • Andrea Bray • Alyssia Bryan • Michael Burke • Herbert Carson, Jr. • Euclid Coukouma • Lisa Dowdy • John Edwards, Jr. • Scharmaine
Foster • Leon Hardaway • Frederick Harris • Carolyn Mills • E. Carlton Myers • DeNorris Myles • Daniel O'Neil • Marcus Palmore • Gene Phillips • James Scroggins •
Jack Simpson • Glinder Taylor • Vera Thompson • Sara Tyce • Otis Von Blasingame • Jack Wamsley • Gail Warren • Reginald Wilber • Gene Alim • Kenneth Althoff •
Robert Appel • Joseph Aurigemma • Leory Bascombe • Andrea Bassoff • Gerald BesseII • Christine Boblick • Robin Brown • Pamela Carpentier • Pierre Eaton • Max
Garner • Barbara Goldstein • David Goldstein • Uriah Hall • Sue Hemingway • Grace Henry • James Hoffer • Lyman Jones • Irving Lichtenstein • Timothy Shermer •
Bernard Tutson • William Vickers • Thomas Way • Blair Brockmeyer • Robert Greene • Jack Edwards Herbst • Ronald Hunt • Mary Theresa Marks • Daniel Schaerf • Lang
Sturgeon • Cynthia Walk • Scott Borgerding • Douglas Bodnar • John Columbus, Jr. • Piper Dankworth • Diane Delozier • Steve Duffey • Scott Fey • Kathleen Franseen
• Judith Gallagher • Diane Gross • Buz Farm • Tony Hill • Lynda Irvin • KivaJackkon • Nicolai Kuvshinoff • Alice Liebowitz • Gary Mercer • Joseph Molz • Keith Monahan
• Thomas Nowicki • Betsy Peisach • Erika Puzulis • Anna Randall • Carl Schleicher • Lucy Seal • Susan Lordan • Philip Cohen • Joseph Cox • George Davila • Oliver
Diaz • Georgina Garcia • Guadalupe Garcia • Maribel Gonzalez • Al Jayne • Jimmy Jimenez • Jeremy Liberty • Luisa Martinez • Van McDuffy • Leonard Mirelson •
Frank Molina • James Neumulle • Sal Palmeri • Jose Pena • Adolfo Pimentel • Isabel Planos • Victor Porcelli • Mary Randolph • Zaida Rivera • Nelson Rodriguez •
Hector Rosado • Joseph Schweighardt • Victoria Sola • Joseph Soriano • Polita Vega • Rolman Vergara • Jacqueline Adams • Moreen Bailey • Jeffrey Bivins • Randolph
Brown • Ronald Dawson • Leirdre Johnson • Michael Lloyd • Ronald Lucky • David Mareis • Susan Morefield • Michelle Munn • Osupa Nia • Eutrace Oliver • Edward
Rose • Roderick See • Curtis Shaw • China Thornhill • Dwain Washington • Donald Whooper • James Wright • Matthew Zielinski • David Arbogast • Roberta Burris
• Dale Chlopecki • Ronald Davis • Debra Ekstrand • Michael Floe • Robert Freese • Michael Gallagher • Scott Howitt • Zemira Jones • Cheryl McCraw • Edward
O'Malley • Kris Earl Phillips • Sharon Posner • Tim Reed • Dennis Scurto • David Sharp • John Sharp, Jr. • Judith Thompson • Linda Weinhold • Richard Winstead
• Janice Wrzesinski • Alberto Aguilar • Jesus Ayala • Pepe Barreto • Silvia Botello • Grace Castro Nagata • Rene Coronado • Anthony Della Catena • Anisia Diez •
Juan Failde • Victor Fiorentino • Alice Gabriel • John Gillis • Jose Gomez • Humberto Gutierrez • Loretta Hernandez • Maria Hernandez • Leticia Jacobo • Pepe Reyes
• Charles McKee • Elena Nava • Robert Neff • Raul Ortal • Ricardo Ortiz • Edgar Recinos • Barbara Rounds • Hugh Rynerson • James Stratton • Mario Talbott •
Donald Way • Marlon Zeidler • Cnristopher Banks • Barbara Byrd • Carol Cackowsky • Eleanor Curry • Kevin Douglass • Michael Erickson • David Gilton •
Marcos Gutierrez • Ant Hasan • Avondell Jones • Douglas Lee • Booker McClanahan • Debra Mechanic • Bernard Moody • Gary Morrison • David Padilla • Kim Perkins
• Eva Rhodes • Marvin Robinson • Sheila Robinson • Robert Roque • Marilyn Sandifur • Ken Shubat • Debra Spiteri • Jason St. Clair • Leslie Stovall • Mark Thomas
• Elizabeth Torres • James Walker • Jo' Wilson • Patricia Wright • Susan Zeisler • Celina Barreto • Jack Beach • Deborah Brunzos • Daniel Eaton • Elsa Eaton •
Monique Eaton • Catherine Erdmann • Alberto Espejo • Germania Fraser • Gerald Hroblak • Lallie Jacobs • Jean Johnson • Jacquelyn Kotler • Mary Krug • Frank Lynch
• Ruth Lynn • Karen Maxfield • Duke Mercer • Richard Mertz • William Parris, Ill • Arthur Rawson, Ill • David Tate • Sherry Thompkinson • Stuart Young • John Beserdetsky
• Sophie Beserdetsky • Alain Bissonnette • Bissonnette • Richard Boisvert • Yvonne Breed • Claire Carey • Francis Carey • Lynn Carey • Linda Compas • Susan
Dalphonse • Kenneth Delude • Thomas Dobe • Joseph Drawn • Patricia Elliott • Joseph Gallagher • Diane Gosselin • Shawna Hobbs • Thomas McCullough • Lisa
Melancon • Peal Pappas • Jean Phillips • Samuel Phillips • Samuel Phillips, Ill • Helen Pieton • Donna Pimental • Mary Rattigan • Russell Riley • Coreen Torrisi •
Roger Wilcott • John Young • Muriel Zeras • Gustave Osterberg, Jr • Peter Wheatley

A UNFTED COMMUENT TO EXCELLENCE,
A UNITED COMMENT TO SUCCESS

United Broadcasting Company
Corporate Offices/Bethesda

WJMO-AM WRQC-FM WYST-AM VVYST-FM WDJY-FM WBNX-AM KALI-AM KSOL-FM WINX-AM
Cleveland

Cleveland

Baltimore

Baltimore

Washington

New York

Los Angeles San Francisco Rockville, Md.

UNITED CABLE COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Represented Nationally by Jack Masla & Co.
WJMO-AM/WRQC.FM Cleveland Heights, KALI AM San Gabriel, KSOL-FM San Mateo
.11/

People Management
How to Help Sales and

Programming Get Along

:Ilanagers are now proving that an easy-to-implement team concept
can help the PI) and sales manager work together in harmony.
One of the classic radio battles
takes place not over the air but in
the station—between the program
director and general sales manager.
Although general managers hate
to admit it, they feel powerless to
do anything about it, even though
they are the superiors.
In the past the program director
has been judged, hired and even
fired on ratings, so he or she fights
hard ( sometimes against the sales
manager) to present the purest programming with the fewest number
of commercial interruptions.

not just areferee. When asked to
be areferee, he or she refuses.
•Stronger general managers are
finding that they are able to say
no to sales managers on abig order,
if the sale compromises the PD's
format. One of the big programming complaints is that managers
favor GSMs and, for the most part,
this appears to be true. The key is
to make the sales manager realize
that this is something he or she is
going to have to do from time to
time when he or she is promoted
to general manager!

The sales manager traditionally
is judged on billing. He or she is
compensated on how high that
billing gets. And, if it gets
high enough, the sales manager is
promoted to general manager.
With competition within the industry heating up, and outside
media competing for radio's audience and revenue, anew team concept plan has been developed by
radio executives who can no
longer afford to mediate disputes
between the two factions. In short,
it's aplan which encourages two
diverse department heads to co operate, if not for the good of
both, for the good of the station.
Here are some of the approaches
that are being utilized with various degrees of success:
•The general manager wishing
for more harmony takes time to
sit down with the PD and sales
manager to be atrue catalyst and

•General managers are now
taking more time when the PD or
GSM brings them a problem. In
effect, they table the issue until
later in the day or tomorrow. Then
the GM goes to the sales manager
privately and says, " This is what
you are going to have to decide
when you are aGM." Then proceed to tell him or her the way it
should be done. The last element
is to add, " Why don't you get with
the PD and see how he or she buys
it. And, oh yes, make it your idea,
not mine."
•PDs secretly aspire to be general managers. Appeal to their nobler motives in disputes. Inspire
them to cooperate with sales.
•PDs should attend sales meetings, and GSMs should attend programming meetings. The new
thinking is that neither one should
participate for the first month or
two, but then active participation

should be encouraged.
•Sales managers are being encouraged to " sit in" for the PD
when he or she is away, and vice
versa. It usually takes a year of
training before this is possible, but
it helps both department heads respect the other person's problems
and challenges.
•PDs should go on sales calls.
The way it is being done at some
stations is to encourage the PD to
go on three amonth. One of them
would be acarefully chosen lunch
with abuyer. Another could be a
presentation. It is possible that the
program director can not only attend these functions but participate as well. The PD and sales
manager should also be encouraged to lunch together away from
the station once amonth or so.
•Another new tactic is for the
general manager to appoint the
sales manager and program director ( alternately) as acting general
manager when he or she is away
from the station. This could be a
one day or aone week situation.
Smart managers also make sure
they leave behind something fairly
significant that needs action while
they are away, in order to encourage the growth of leadership skills
in the PD and GSM.
It also takes afairly secure general manager to allow another department head to have his or her
job, even on a temporary basis.
This strength will surely be appreciated by the sales manager and
program director in terms of mutual respect.
In the past sales managers have
outearned program directors, but
now, with increased responsibilities,
the PD should be making about what
the sales manager makes.
His or her incentives should be
based not on ratings alone, but on
willingness to cooperate with
sales, resourcefulness, extra effort,
economies and other things that
encourage teamwork and spirit.
These techniques are at work at
some stations nationwide. In the future, some or all of these teamwork
tactics could become as common as
the frequent battles that have needlessly existed between the PD and
GSM in the past. Ill
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If Your P.D. Just Came In To Say He Heard From The Record Guy That
Your Station's "On The Block' You Should Be Using Rounsaville.
Sometimes, all it takes for the notes of
discord to sound on an impending sale is too
much publicity.
Especially after you've made what you
thought were confidential inquiries as to
your station's marketability.
Now you've got an angry, distrustful staff
to deal with. You can bet your competition
knows about it too. And your advertisers.
That's bad for business, bad for the value
of your property....particularly if the sale
falls through.
That's why when you're ready to sell, you
should contact Robert W. Rounsaville
Associates.
Our philosophy is simple: We don't broadcast your property. We market your facility
carefully and confidentially.
When you call us, we'll update you on the
current marketplace value for your property.

We'll consult our master file for select prospects who have inquired about your market
and present them to you to secure your permission before mentioning your station.
This means your station is never put "on the
block:' to be indiscriminately mass-marketed.
After all, your station may have its price.
But you shouldn't have to pay the price for
bad publicity.
Whether you've made up your mind to sell or
just thinking about it, see Rounsaville at the
NAB. To protect the value of your property, our
method is the most effective, most secure.
ROUNSAVILLE HOSPITALITY SUITE
LAS VEGAS HILTON
NAB CONVENTION—April 28-May 2,1984
Talk to Rounsaville at the NAB. It sure
beats talking to an angry P.D.

1
----R 77-tWRounsaville

Associates

MEDIA' BROKERS -AND CLIFTelffl
l
Afl..1NTA, GA 30355 P.O. Box 11898 (404) 261-3000/1-800-531-1500
ORLANDO, FL 32802 P.O. Box 2991 (305) 423-9426/1-800-328-3500
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ncial Management
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Little Known Ways to Slash
the Phone Bill

of the savings. The clerks are often
happy to comply since it presents
anew challenge.
One corporate executive states
that about 80 percent of the phone
Cost conscious executives are now discovering secrets to savings,
bill is in error and in need of adjustregardless of the AT&T breakup.
ment. But executives have believed
Many radio stations pay exorbi- gross misuse of the line. As arefor so long that the phone comtant phone bills every month, and sult, many managers are now an- pany can't be wrong that they
some stations never even question nouncing that they are changing never stop to question the bill.
the costs. In fact, most major mar- systems and doing away with the
Some stations find long distance
ket stations face phone bills total- WATS line. Managers are restrictcalls charged to them by third paring $25,000 ayear or more when ing access to the phones and makties (via request lines which are so
they could easily pare the monthly ing sure their employees keep a busy, operators can't get through
bills to $ 1,100-$1,300. The problem log of all calls placed.
in time to verify the charge). The
is that most stations don't want
When examining long distance
station can get arefund.
to take the time to perform the options, it is interesting to note
Now stations are having aclerk
necessary, though tedious, tasks it that, according to aWashington,
check for the first three numbers of
takes to slash phone bills.
DC-based firm, there are now 150
976 in any area code. These numbers
Managers are now looking at all ways to place along distance call.
represent dial-a-joke, dial-a-prayer,
the phone bills for the previous The options are many, including etc. and often mean that the station
six months, making a list of all MCI, which has gained the greatis paying for an employee to get his/
the numbers assigned to the sta- est acceptance. The research re- her kicks. While a station cannot
tion and all the broadcast loops.
quired to learn of these services is get arefund, it can try to put astop
Then they are asking the chief great, but again it is worthwhile
to this activity.
engineer to explain each and every to the station to examine all the
One executive wanted to do a
loop and why it is in.
special in Los Angeles and broadalternatives to determine what
Often astation had alive call-in best fits their needs.
cast it in LA and San Francisco.
talk program and never took the
The cost was prohibitive ( in excess
One little known way to decrease
loop away, even after the program the bill is to go to the local phone
of $4,000 an hour). He talked with
was no longer on. Or they may not company and read the tariffs. A his rep. The rep was aware that
have taken out anetwork loop, dethe NBC-TV station in town was
tariff is awhole list of services and
spite the fact that the station is
costs that the phone company
doing a special in San Francisco
now on satellite. It is cheaper to must file with the Public Service
and the lines were already hooked
have the telephone company put Utilities Commission. Careful
up. The radio manager called a
up aloop when needed, rather than reading of these local laws enables friend at the TV station and arleave it up, unless it is used on an smart operators to find real savings.
ranged to have the lines switched
on-going basis.
from the TV station to the radio
One federal tariff states that
Once a station has alist of all
telephones used for news-gatherstation when the TV program was
the telephone numbers assigned to ing cannot be taxed. One major finished. The radio manager saved
it, then every number must be corporation ( eight radio stations
the set-up fee. The fee for switchcalled until there is an answer.
and four TV stations) had paid ing the lines came to $25 to $30.
Many stations are shocked to find taxes on these phones, unaware of The total cost was $600, afar cry
out what numbers they are paying the law. When aconsultant discov- from the original estimate.
Stations that are looking to buy
for. One station even discovered a ered this, the savings came to
a whole new phone system may
personal line that was ordered for $1,000 amonth.
astaff member who was no longer
Most tariffs are local laws that want to consider hearing the
with the station. The number was
differ from area to area. A station pitches from most of the companies
not in use, yet the station paid the may require astaff member to read now offering services. One idea is
to get each individual rep to name
service charge monthly.
and review these carefully, since
the number two system ( since they
Another station found it had
they change often. A telephone
will all claim to be number one). If
two WATS lines. One was installed consultant may be familiar with
you get 15 different number ones
three years earlier for acontest and the federal laws, and his/her serand auniversal number two, two
was never taken out. Without vices may be warranted to teach a
may be the best bet.
knowing it, the station had con- staff member the basics.
If stations are willing to examine
tinued to pay a $60 service fee for
A clerk or telephone operator all the avenues out there, the
the unused line.
could be assigned the task of jus- phone bill can be substantially reMost station personnel view
tifying every call on the bill. Many duced. And that may make abig
WATS lines as free. This widely executives win employees over to difference to the overall bottom
held misconception leads to a this task by indicating the value line.—By Laura Loro
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"You got the Wolf man coming
at cha with the straight
dope about the unique
new radio show
that I
host . . .
ste

"Straight Dope
is a series of 13090 sec. episodes that
deals with a major threat
to our society . . . drug abuse!
"That's right, the Wolfman is hosting a drug
show. You know that the Wolfman has always
been one to get down, get loose and party. I
don't want to give anybody anything heavy to
deal with, but drug abuse is effecting us all and
it's time to try to find ways to prevent it. Prevention is what my show Straight Dope is all about.
It's not the typical anti- drug campaign. In fact
it's not anti- drug at all. Straight Dope is
designed to give the facts and to communicate.
Let me tell you about it!

Woliman Jackç

Straight Dope Educates!
"... Straight Dope is scripted from Families in Action's Drug Information Center which is listed
by the U.S. Library of Congress as a National Referral Center."

Straight Dope Communicates!
"... After each show I'll encourage listeners

to write in questIons or share their experiences.
This will allow both you and your advertisers the chance to meter the effectiveness of Straight
Dope."

Straight Dope Creates High Advertising Interest!
"... There's heavy national interest in drug abuse. Major corporations are funding programs to
prevent the problem ... In short, Straight Dope will create high advertising interest, wilt lock in
blue chip accounts."

Straight Dope Is Free!
"Straight Dope is offered free of charge on a barter basis. In exchange for one 30- sec. commercial slot in each episode, your station will get high quality programming and one 30-sec.
local avail to sell as you please."

Straight Dope Is High Quality, Public Spirited Programming!
Make Straight Dope a Part of Your Station's Broadcast Day!!
"Straight Dope is a promotional package that allows your
station, the advertiser and the listener a chance to get

JBS studios

involved. Join me in finding ways to prevent drug abuse.
We have to offer our future generations positive alterna-

106 N. Avondale Road
Avondale Estates, Georgia

tives to drug abuse.

( 404) 296-0604

Come see us at Booth 326 at the NAB Convention in Las Vegas April 29 - May 2.

t[
One Sure Way to Lose Your License
Even with deregulation, there's growing evidence that stations are
still vulnerable.
Few would deny that the Federal
Communications Commission has
done its best in the last few years
to lift the heavy yoke of regulation
from Commission licensees. In all
areas,
including broadcasting,
cable and common carrier, the
philosophy at the FCC has been
to let the marketplace decide
which services grow and which
wither on the vine.
The Commission first became
enamored with the marketplace
theory under the Ferris regime. It
was Chairman Ferris's belief that
the Commission should remove
itself from broadcast content regulation while, at the same time,
heavily regulating the structure of
the industry.
It was under the Ferris Administration that the Commission proposed to " deregulate" radio broadcasters by dropping formal ascertainment, commercialization and
logging requirements. Yet, at the
same time, the Ferris Commission
was deeply concerned about enforcing even stricter EEO requirements, as well as opening up the
industry to new ownership through
restrictive ownership policies,
like the multiple and cross-ownership rules.
Under the Fowler Commission,
what was a deregulatory stream
has become an unregulatory tidal
wave. Reflecting the Administration's pro-deregulation attitude,
every regulation and policy has become suspect—if it cannot be demonstrated that the regulation or
policy serves a current purpose,
then it has been set aside.
Certain substantive areas will
cause abroadcaster more trouble
than he cares to contemplate. The
first rule in dealing with the Commission is don't lie. A lie to the
Commission, aCommission staffer
or aCommission investigator can
lead you into aserious problem.
The Commission has an enormous capacity for forgiveness.
That is not to say that alicensee

who tells the truth will always get
away without any sanction. Depending on the seriousness of the
offense, an admonition, reporting
requirement, forfeiture or shortterm renewal may result. However, when a broadcaster comes
clean, the chance of receiving the
ultimate sanction — loss of license
— decreases markedly.
In fact, it would not be a vast
understatement to say that, in virtually every case in which the Commission has designated a station
license for hearing, acharge of misrepresentation has been present.
Often there are other charges
made by the Commission in the
same Designation Order. The
Commission historically has believed in the " kitchen sink"
theory. That is, once it designates
a license for one transgression
(misrepresentation), it throws in
every other conceivable charge it
can think of, irrespective of the
fact that there would never have
been any Designation Order based
on those nonmisrepresentation
charges by themselves.
An example of this has occurred
recently. The Commission has designated the license of station
WHYI-FM, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
The charges include that the licensee lacked candor with respect to
its Equal Employment Opportunity
program, its classification of
female employees, and its statements concerning a former employee. In addition, the Commission added an issue to explore as
to whether or not the licensee violated the Commission's EEO rules
with respect to women and Blacks.
The WHYI-FM case is aprime
example of why astation should
never ever give even the appearance of lying to the Commission.
The Commission strongly supports
its EEO policies. Yet, it is doubtful
that astation would be designated
for hearing for anything short of
outright intentional discrimination.
Combine violations of the EEO

rules, even relatively innocent
violations, with a cover-up, and
the Commission won't hesitate to
designate. This is not to say that
WHYI-FM is guilty as charged. What
it does mean is that, unfortunately
for WHYI-FM, the Commission
thinks that station lied, and it
faces the possible loss of its
license, not for alleged EEO violations, but for an alleged cover-up.
The reason for the Commission's
concern about misrepresentation
is easily grasped. The Commission
regulates over 10,000 licensees in
broadcasting alone.
In short, the Commission in no
way has the resources to administer its policies and to oversee the
activities of broadcasters. Instead,
the Commission is forced to rely
almost exclusively on the good
faith and honesty of its regulatees.
There is another reason why the
Commission is concerned about
candor. The present Commission
is enormously proud of its record
as deregulators. It honestly believes that what it has done has
served broadcasters and the public
well. Thus, when a broadcaster
lies, the implications greatly exceed that one case. Such conduct
stands as arepudiation of deregulation and is an embarrassment to
the agency. It is just not worth
taking achance by lying.
There is agreat misconception
regarding how tough the Commission will be. True, if the station's
EEO program doesn't meet current
standards, it may be admonished
and/or have reporting requirements imposed. If the station historically hasn't been up to standards, it may receive ashort-term
renewal. If it hasn't taken required
technical measurements, the station stands achance of receiving
a forfeiture. Yet, not to deprecate
the above, when all is said and
done, the license will remain intact.
Play around with EEO records,
make up numbers on logs, or be
less than candid with the Commission and the license is in serious jeopardy.—By Lee Peltzman, of
Baraff, Koerner, Olender and Hochberg,
a Washington, DC-based communications law firm.
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Is AM Stereo ready to move up?

Hearing is belleving.

Market-place decisions
notwithstanding, the recent
introduction of receivers able to
decode signals from any of the four
systems in use today makes it
easier for broadcasters to move
ahead with AM Stereo plans.

With the PMX System, AM Stereo
music sounds like FM Stereo
music. So it makes for higher
listener appeal and better
numbers: For audience and the
bottom line.

Which system is # 1?

Our Type 302A Exciter, developed
for the PMX System, and our new
Type PMX-SM IAM Stereo
Modulation Monitor give you a
superior package for AM Stereo
broadcasting.

The PMX ( Magnavox) System was
first selected by the FCC to be the
Industry Standard for AM Stereo.
We established the system's
viability during the 1979 NAB Show.
The politically- inspired
"market- place" decision hasn't
affected the technical performance
of the PMX System one bit.

on-air reliability with complete
transparency.
Ultimately, the day-to-day
operation of your AM Stereo
System will depend upon
equipment and service.
We stand on our track record of
providing the best of both.

The Winning Combination

We've built aworld-wide
reputation for high-quality AM
transmitters that offer unmatched

If you're considering AM Stereo, or
if you just want more facts, give us
acall. You can't lose.
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
PO Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227.
Phone: ( 214) 381-7161

See us at the NAB Show, Booth # 101.

1983 Continental Electronics Mfg. Co/5452

New Technology
4) There may be inconsistency
from event to event within the station's programming. If the audio
quality differs from music segment, to live voice, to commercials, the problem may be apoor
10 signals that indicate the need
audio system and studio. The corrective action may just be to set
to the market, and determine what up the studio differently, or the anthe actual cause is. It just may be
swer may be more complex.
atechnical consideration.
5) The station is too loud. This
2) The Arbitron book indicates
implies that it's louder but also
that overall cume is low, which
more distorted than others in the
could connote coverage problems market. And while the loudness
(again assuming the programming may indeed attract attention, it
is right). This may be the result of may have anegative impact. Conaweak or noisy AM signal. An FM versely, the station may not be
loud enough.
6) The station's sound is not
clean or clear. This generalization
encompasses cart, transmission
and/or phase shift problems. An
outside advisor may be able to pinpoint the trouble area.
7) The chief engineer and program director are battling with
each other. Managers may want to
hire an advisor to mediate the
problem and fix it.
8) Capital construction ( building of a new radio station) may
take the expertise of abroadcast
technical advisor. He or she can
help with design of the studio and
electrical aspects.
9) Converting to AM stereo may
require an outside expert, although
Consultant, Jim Loupas
most often the manufacturer will
station could have multipath ( stathandle the necessary technology.
ic) caused by the signal momentar10) Use of the station's SCA
ily going away.
sometimes requires outside experListeners pick up on these distise. Often the individual or comtortions. In fact, Audio Consultant
pany that leases the SCA will proJames Loupas terms this phenomvide the necessary person. But if
enon "psycho-acoustics," which
not, an advisor is needed, especialis the reaction by people to what ly for the contractual part.
they hear. Men are less sensitive
The cost of agood technical conto distortion than women. And it
sultant can range from $300 to
is possible to uncover the problem
$600 per day, and station execuby carefully scrutinizing the book
tives have every right to pin that
in the market and removing the
cost to the benefits promised
flukes. Loss of female audience
within adefinite time frame.
may be attributed to more than
Even acompetent chief engineer
just programming strategies.
can benefit from having an outside
3) An AM station may be narrow
consultant help solve a station
on the dial with noisy sidebands.
problem.
Listeners can't quite tune in an
Most good chiefs are not threatAM station accurately since AMs
ened by consultants, who are usuare always drifting. If astation is
ally very careful not to tread on
narrow on the dial, it could inditheir egos or territories because
cate aband width problem or an
they like to be invited back from
audio transmitter problem.
time to time.—By Laura Loro

The Emerging Popularity of
Technical Consultants
Station executives have discovered
for outside help.
Most executives cringe when
they hear the term " engineer." In
fact, many managers will dismiss
the need to scrutinize the technical end of station operations.
But often astation's problem is
not related to programming. The
format may be crisp, clean and on
target. But, if the Arbitrons are not
reflecting this, stations may find
that technical problems are the
cause. Technical consultants are
gaining in popularity.
There are presently two kinds of
technical consultation available.
One deals with directional antenna
filings, technical portions of the
renewal forms and other regulatory
matters that must be completed
by licensed engineers to comply
with FCC regulations.
But the other comes, not from
an engineer per se, but from atechnical or audio consultant.
Stations are finding increased
need for this service, due to the fact
that many chief engineers lack experience or expertise in certain
areas. ( Most chief engineers are not
degreed engineers themselves.)
Hiring an outside advisor may
improve the station's sound, teach
the chief engineer the ropes and
get that all-important second
opinion in technical matters. But
the key is having the advisor teach
the chief engineer so that he or she
can continue on course.
Here are some signals which
may indicate that astation needs
abroadcast technical advisor:
1) The latest Arbitron shows
that audience turnover is high.
This can be calculated by taking
the cume and dividing it by the
quarter hour ( either metro or
TSA). If this number is 10, for
example, it indicates that for every
ten people who tuned in to astation, only one stayed long enough
to become aquarter hour statistic.
If you suspect the programming
is strong, an audio consultant could
come in, analyze the book, listen
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ROCK
SOLID
DEBUT"

"I've never heard asyndicated show
that sounds this good.
It's one of the best shows ever."
Kenny Lee,
WAXY, Miami
"A terrific show...the production
is so great!"
Michael Neff,
WGY, Albany, N.Y.

"After one day, tremendous listener
response... by Wednesday, sponsors
were talking about it... sold out
for the complete year by Friday,
at twice morning drive rates.
I'd hate like hell if acompetitor had it."
Terry Duffle, V.P./G.M.,
WKMX, Dothan, Alabama

"It is so good, it sounds like
Entertainment Tonight for radio!"
Bryce Wilson,
WEWO, Laurinburg, N.C.

"The balance of artists and music
is perfect. The custom intros and tags
make it sound like we do the show."
Doc Fiddler,
WOKI, Knoxville
"Excellent...will bring listeners
back every day."
Jack Kelly,
WFYR, Chicago

"Beautifully produced.. . cohesive...
moves along briskly."
Jay Cook, Gannett
Radio Group PD
GM, WIQI, Tampa

Offered on a barter basis
All new— Daily strip— Available now!
On the air in over 225 markets!
RADIO SPECIAL FEATURES
A Division of

e

call now for
market exclusivity,
1-800-423-5084
(818) 883-7400

DRAKE-CHENAULT ENTERPRISES, INC.,
8399 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Canoga Park, CA 91304

©1984 Drake-Chenault Enterprises, Inc.

Special Report

Breaking in aNew
Salesperson
Step-by-Step
The unfortunately high failure rate among radio salespeople is now
being attributed not just to lack of ability, but also to insufficient
training. Here's how successful stations are helping new recruits
over the first hurdle.
By Ken Greenwood
Recently, Ihad the opportunity to
visit at length with amanager at IBM.
That company probably enjoys the
finest reputation for training salespeople of any company in America. The
reputation is not accidental.
During the course of my visit, this
manager, who had worked with many
salespeople, made two very incisive observations. " IBM has," he said, " spent
millions of dollars in an effort to help
their salespeople improve their skills."
And then he made another observation.
"Probably," he said, " more salespeople
quit the first thirty days they are on the
job than any other time."
"My point," he went on to explain,
"is that they may not physically quit
then, but they get scarred so deeply in
that period that those experiences contribute to later job failure. I'm not saying new salespeople ought to be coddled, but they do need visible and
thoughtful support those early days on
the job."
Sales managers in radio stations now
seem to have an increased awareness of
this point. There seems to be agrowing
sense that to give the beginning salesperson alist and just turn them loose
isn't practical.
If we were to draw aprofile of what
the most effectively managed stations
are doing now, it might contain eight
or ten steps.
Some managers write letters, memos
and notices when anew person is joinKen Greenwood is president of Tulsa,
OK- based Greenwood Development
Programs Inc., asales consultancy firm.

ing the staff, and send aletter of welcome to the person hired. This bridges
the gap from time hired to going on the
job. It reduces posthiring remorse. A
copy of the memo to the staff can be
included. The staff memo sketches the
new hire's background. All this is intended to set an atmosphere that says,
"You're welcome here."
The sales manager has prepared a
complete brochure on the station. It
contains sales material, station material and station policy material. Insurance, vacation policy, pay policy, collections, as well as other sales materials
are included in their orientation file. It
is given to the salesperson before they
come on the job.
Stations are taking other steps in this
orientation period. Interviews are arranged with the traffic people, program
director, news director and perhaps
promotion people. The idea is for new
salespeople to interview these people
to learn how the station works.
It is recommended that each new
salesperson go on one interview in the
first week. This may be with the
Chamber of Commerce or amarketing
company—any source that has information about the local market. The new
hire conducts this interview, prepares
and organizes the material, and then
makes astand-up presentation to all the
salespeople at asales meeting. The end
result is more market knowledge for all
the salespeople, new hire included.
Any new person generally wants to
know, " What is my job?" The first four
weeks is the time to establish the job
criteria and standards of performance.
It is the " climate" part of the process—
that time when discipline, expectations, and job criteria are all explained

Introduction
phase.

Orientation.

One
interview
first.

Outline
the job.
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BMI rules the air.
Others may try to sell you pie in the sky,
but the down-to-earth truth is this: most of
the music played on radio is licensed
BMI by BMI. That's the way it's been for
almost 20 years. And that's what gives
us air superiority.
Wherever there's music, there's BMI.

Special Report
or contracted very clearly. It is atime
when management must define the
"house rules" with the new hire.
We hear sales managers discuss such
things at this time as how much time
will be spent prospecting, how many
written presentations are required,
what billing levels and what mix of accounts ( agency-direct-retail) will be expected. How will the station resources
be used? What role will research play?
How much research is available?
Another shift is that sales managers
no longer assign the full list the first
day the new salesperson is on the job.
There also seem to be more stations
now that give any new salesperson a
limited number of active accounts.
Obviously, in this assignment step or
phase, the sales managers can direct and
help the salesperson by the way they
assign accounts. Few salespeople will
contact 75 accounts the first week.
They might actually call on 20. Why
not help them pick 20 target accounts
for that week? This direction eliminates the confusion of who to see first.
It also makes call evaluation much
easier. It helps establish priorities.
The reason for assigning afew active
accounts ( four or five is adequate) is that
the salesperson begins by learning to
process business through the station.
Traffic orders, sales agreements, production requests are not adeep mystery
when the new salesperson brings in that
first piece of business. They know the
process by then.
The activity phase of getting the salesperson started is the important part of
that initial period when there is some
agreement on prospecting. Obviously, if
astation hires anew salesperson, the objective is increased sales activity. So what
will the standards be for prospecting?
Many salespeople have worked for several years and have never clearly understood what was expected of them here.
One of the reasons management can
assign prospecting to the " new kid on
the block" is that nobody really wants
to do it. Let's face it. You take some
abuse when you knock on doors. This
is a time of great rejection and great
tension. But traditionally sales managers
subject the rookie to it to see "how tough
they are." Why subject new salespeople
to punishment to test their egos? Isn't
that what the interview process is for?
Active support for, and recognition
of, good early prospecting activity can

mean agreat deal to the new salesperson. Even the experienced salesperson,
new on the job, will tell you this support
and recognition can mean agreat deal
to them. New call activity is the lifeblood of any sales organization. It deserves active management support.
More sales managers are making calls
with their salespeople in the first four
weeks the salesperson is on the job. A
full day in this initial stage may be too
much. A half day on aregular basis may
be more realistic and more helpful. Two
or three calls, thoroughly debriefed, are
better than six or seven calls poorly debriefed. The emphasis ought to be on
specific skills and short term goals.
In the first four weeks on the job the
salesperson will probably measure activity much more than results or sales.
So this activity ought to be measured
in terms of daily activity and weekly
activity. Daily action plans need to be
reviewed and monitored.
Again, the goal is not to create the
impression that somebody is putting a
shadow on the new salesperson. Rather,
the idea is to clearly establish the sales
manager as aresource for help and support.
By the end of the first four weeks on
the job, the new person should have
completed the orientation phase, the initial phase and the activity phase. He
or she should now be ready for the selling phase. Some of the checkoffs or final
reviews would include:
•Is orientation fully completed?
•Have all housekeeping matters,
pay, insurance, commission, vacation,
expense policies been covered?
•Has the job been fully agreed upon
in terms of prospecting new business,
target accounts, category mix and billing goals?
•Have skill levels been established
and goals for skill improvement been
agreed upon?
•Has
the
account
list
been
thoroughly established?
By this time, the new salesperson
ought to have aminimum of 40 prospect
accounts carded and no more than 70
total accounts carded. The salesperson is
ready to go to work as afull-time, selling
member of the sales team. The difference
achieved by stations using asystem like
the one discussed, or amodification of
it, is that their salespeople not only have
aclear answer to the question " What is
my job?" but the odds for their success
have been greatly improved. III

Hold back
the full list.

Assign
prospecting.

Join the
newcomer
on sales
calls.

Monitor
work plans.

Review the
essentials.
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"I committed to TAPSCAN months before Z-100 ever hit
the air based on the success we had with it in Cleveland.
TAPSCAN does more that JUST breakout the numbers. It
is a well thought-out SELL NG SYSTEM that offers
unique approaches to the marketing of radio time. It
(TAPSCAN) paid for itself several times over in the first
weeks of use."
Dean Thacker
VP/General Manager
"Z-100" ( WHTZ)
New York
"TAPSCAN adds AT LEAST 15% to my revenues every
month. It's the most effective and useful selling tool I've
ever seen for radio. The system offers us such control
over our inventory that we're able to sell more evenly
throughout the week. The reports nave made a major
impact on the agencies here in San Francisco."
Joel Schwartz
General Sales Manager
KSAN / KNEW, San Francisco

"Weve made HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS in additional
revenues in each of ou'- markets that we can attribute
directly to TAPSCAN. It's become indispensable at all of
the Metroplex stations. . . in fact we've bought several
computers that run TAPSCANfor each of our sales staffs."
Norman Wain
President
Metroplex Communications
"TAPSCAN is SO FLEXIBLE that we're STILL discovering
new applications, even after nine months of intensive
daily use. The system is absolutely amazing. The service
and support from the company ( TAPSCAN, Inc.) has
been great."
Luis Albertini
General Sales Manager
0-105 ( WREQ)
Tampa
"The TAPSCAN system is so fast, we can " fish" for selling
angles without having to spend alot of time. . In fact, we
assist in the planning stages of many major accounts
because we are able to produce, in minutes, a full set of
campaign options. . atask tihat would take amedia buyer
several days to do manually."
Bill Knobler
General Sales Manager
"EAGLE 97" ( KEGL)
Dallas

TAPSCAN Group Broadcasting Clients
Sunbelt Communications

Harte -Hanks

Entercom

Sandusky

Gannett

Doubleday

Affiliated Broadcasting

Taft

Metromedia

Metroplex

EZ Communications

Mainte

Nationwide

Capital Broadcasting

Horne Office: 2100 Data Park, Suite 202 • Riverchase, AL 35244 • ( 205) 987-7456
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P.O. Box 237 • Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0237 • ( 21:.) 939- SCAN

Off-The-Air

Winning Radio Resumes
Radio applicants are using different kinds of resumes than their
counterparts in other businesses to get the job. Here's the latest.
Radio is abusiness where applicants learn to " send atape and resume" in order to get the interview. For on-air people the tape is
usually easier to do than the resume. It's usually better done, as
well.
Since managers frequently ask
those inquiring for an interview to
send resumes, the most startling
revelation is that, in radio at least,
it is usually astall tactic.
Managers faced with operating
today's more complicated radio
stations have even less time to
find the right person for the job,
which is exactly why some are developing " shortcuts" to get around
the application process.
Here are some suggestions busy
radio executives recommend for
potential employees.
Radio people find that in preparing to write aresume, there is one
step that is key. An individual
must research himself/herself
first. This is done by reviewing all
past experiences, including education, previous positions, and skills
that have been acquired.
After compiling this data, applicants should assess in their own
minds what they'd really like to
do, even if they are not sure the
position could be obtained. Applicants may want to imagine aposition that conforms to their
abilities, likes and dislikes, feelings and background. Too often,
applicants will try to fit themselves to positions that may be altogether wrong for them.
Once ajob description seems to
match closely with the goals, objectives and past experience of an
individual, the next step would be
to organize the resume.
"A resume informs the employer more than it sells the applicant," say Kenneth Roman and
Joel Raphaelson in "Writing that
Works." The most commonly accepted rule of thumb suggests
keeping the resume as brief and
concise as possible. Most recommend one-page documents, so that

the employer will read it.
The vital information ( name,
address and phone number) should
be clearly noted at the top.
All relevant jobs ( starting with
the most recent and working backward) should be included. The
most important consideration is
to concentrate and highlight the
achievements and accomplishments in the position. Most applicants tend to describe their duties,
while most resume readers are
looking for measurable results. To
stress the achievements, indicate
that, as sales manager, " Iincreased
billing by 67 percent ;"or that, as
program director, " Iincreased rating points in four dayparts." By
highlighting the positive areas, applicants are uncovering their
strengths and performance.
If job-hopping has plagued your
career, consider concealing the
fact by writing a functional resume. This lists all the skills
which have been acquired first,
then lists the company/station
names later. Most experts agree
that the dates should be included,
although they could work against
you. A resume with missing dates,
though, is suspect.
Education should be covered, as
radio is becoming increasingly
sophisticated. Many group owners
are checking the schools as well
as the grades received.
Clean, neat, error-free copy is as
important as the content. How the
resume is written and packaged reflects on the individual.
Many executives suggest that
the resume be put on aword processor. This enables the writer to
custom-produce a resume for a
particular position. The writer can
tailor all information to fit the job
description. The resume can also
be updated periodically without
typesetting fees.
The resume that is polished,
filled with achievements and
packaged well can greatly benefit
the individual looking to advance
in radio.—By Laura Loro

60- SECOND SEMINAR

Working With
aCold
Since radio executives don't have
the luxury of getting sick, here's
how some of them work under
the weather.
Disc jockeys can at least go on
the air and tell their listeners they
aren't feeling well. Office help can
call in sick and leave the work to
others that day. But the station's
key management must work
while sick.
It might be comforting to know
that staying in bed won't make
you recover faster. As long as no
fever is present and the sick executive has no other ominous symptoms, showing up for work is acceptable. When the body temperature exceeds 101 degrees, however,
no executive will function well.
There are several things that can
be done to protect others at the
station. Washing hands and using
a handkerchief to cover hands
when touching doorknobs are
two ways.
Most colds are caused by viruses,
and the most common way that
these viruses are transmitted to
other people is through hand contact, utensils and doorknobs.
The best advice is to drink alot
of fluids (nonalcoholic) and use a
vaporizer to add water to the air.
Cold viruses interfere with the
body's ability to clear mucus from
the lungs, nose and throat. Drinking water and humidifying the air
loosens the mucus.
Aspirin is recommended to make
the sick executive feel better.
Many studies show that aspirin indeed will ease muscle soreness.
Doctors still cannot cure colds.
They haven't improved much on
the following recommendation in
an 1851-era medical book: "Nail
a hat on the wall at the foot of
your bed. Then go to bed and drink
spirits until you see two hats."
Radio executives who wear more
than one hat will note how applicable this advice is to them even
today.—By Gabe Mirkin, author of the
new book, Gett ng Thin, and a fitness
broadcaster for :he CBS Radio Ne ,work.
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Teens have their top forty hits,
4P4
18-24 males have their AOR hits

country listeners
have their C & W hits,

25-49 women have A-Chits,

and older people have
their beautiful music hits.
ILOVE
TOT()

HALL & CATES
LIONEL RICHIE-'

Isn't it ashame 25-49 year old men THE MOODY BLUES
MICHAEL JACKSON'
don't have their own hit format?
TNE ALAN PARSONS
PROJECT,
flNV

1..111...•

They do! E.O.R. is the hit
format for 25-49 year old men,
call us and start making more
money with E.O.R. than with
any other format.

ECLECTK ORIENTED ROCK
JOHN SEBASTIAN,
PRESIDENT

8355 E. San Rosendo Drive, Scottsdale, Arizona 85258 ( 602) 951-9029

Atlanta

BIRCH MONTHLY

I
...---- --,

-

NID

D/J

JIF

WZGC-FM

R

13.8

13.6

12.2

WKLS-FM

A

10.6

10.0

10.6

W\/EE-FM

B

10.3

9.8

WC:MI-FM

AC

9.3

WKHX-FM
WSB

C

WPCH-FM

1
.e

110 WS8-FM

WS8

WOO-F

WZGC-F

WZGC-FM

43.9

32.4

23.7

WPCH-F

105 WOO

WAOK

WZGC-F

WRMM-F

9.5

WKLS-FM

54.0

26.9

19.2

WVEE-F

102 WZGC-F

WVEE-F

WPCH-F

WKLS-F

9.2

8.8

WVEE-FM

52.7

29.0

18.4

WZGC-F

0.99 WKLS-F

VOW WOO

WVEE-F

9.7

7.7

7.6

vVCIXI-FM

35.8

33.2

30.9

ViSB

098 nox

woxi-F

vfi(Ls-F

wsB-F

AC

6.8

7.4

7.4

WKHX-FM

37.3

35.4

27.3

WKLS-F

097 WOX1-F

WZGC-F

WVEE-F

WOKI-F

BM

6.6

7.8

7.1

WOXI-F

097 WVEE-F

WS8-F

WOX1-F

WS8

WSB-FM

AC

3.7

4.2

5.3

PercentolMon-Sun6AM-12ARDweeklycume.
Source: Birch October-December 1983.

WRIM-F

095 WKHX-F

WKEIX-F

WKHX-F

WKHX-F

WRMM-FM

AC

3.5

3.0

4.0

WAOK

095 WPCH-F

WPCH-F

WAOK

WAOK

4.1

WAOK

ES

3.8

3.6

WKHX-F

091

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY

WXYV-FM

FORMAT
NT

3
0
BM
B
NT
AC
C

ND
7.8
84
93
8.0
75
56
5.5
3.5
32
31

DJ
JIF
11.3 11.1
8.6 9.6
8.2 7.6
8.4
7.4
67 6.3
6.8 61
4.7 4.4
36
1
_.4
36

4.3
4
:1
..-

4.1

BIRCH MONTHLY
WBZ
WXKS -FM
WBCN-FM
WHDH
WHTT 2=M
WEEI

FORMAT
AC
B
A
AC
R
N
T

12 +

9.
6

7, 5

79

3.
9

5.
2

a-i

read

42.4
49.8

576

WYST-F
105 Wij:''.' :MY-FM WCAO
1A001/ P: 73+ ,
7 . 1.=-•• ' WBAL
WYST-F

502

eP3---

57 8

Percent& Mon-Sun 6AM-12MID weeklycume.
Source: Birch October- December 1983.

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

VVWEZ-FM

BM

WEBN-FM

A

9.7

DJ
J/F
7.9 11 6
6.2
86
8.6 83

WRRM-FM

AC

81

8.1

8.0

WLIT-FM

AC

73

7.0
6.7

R

WU

WXKS-FM
WBCN -FM
WHDH

WMJX.F

103

1.1

625

36.3

WGN
WGCI-FM
WBBM-FM
WBMX-FM
WKOX-FM

WMJX-F

WEE1

WXKS-F

W8CN-F

0% WEE1

W8CN-F

WMJX-F

WBZ

INJIB-F

0.94 WRKO

W87

MO

WBCN-F

INHTT-F

0.88 KIB-F

WHTT-F

W.193F

WHITF

MX.F

WLS-F
WIS

WCKY

NT

4.5

7.4
6.0

•
WKAC

AC

6.5

7.9

6.7

WILZ-FM

B

8.1

83

55

WWE2.-FM
WEBN-FM
WRRM-FM
WLLT-FM

2-5 hrs

365
417
371
40.7
30.4

25-54W

'3'3

.x F WGCI-F

I.0C
0% WLS

,

12
eilES

(Pas' Day)
43.5
50.11
53.5
446
566

18-34 W 25-54M

Vi1F
W1S-F

%CHANGE INDEX

TELEVISION VIEWING
-2 hrs

18-34M

.1.G%

256
602
517
58.9
389

Percent of Mon-Sun 6AM-12M10 weekly cume
Source Birch October December 1983

WKRC-FM

OAKS-F WHDH

OAKS-F 0.97 MAJX-F

12 +
30+ hrs

634 ' 1.0
369
29
22.9
25 4
36 5
4. 6
383
229

WHDH

F WBCN-F WMJX-F
1.02 OAKS-F WOKS-

%CHANGE INDEX

WORKING WOMEN
Hornemkr -30 hrs

WBCN-F

WEZ

QUALITATIVE DATA

MO
9.7
5.1

WKRQ-FM

WRKO

25-54W

WRKO
MOR F

112 WHTT-F NEEI
WHIT-F WJIB-F
110 WAOR-F WROR-F MOM' WEB

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT

MOH

117 WHDH

3.5

A

WJI8-F

'Arr.5,
WRIT

3.3

R

122 WU

NA00-F

3.1

45
44
42
42
12

18-34M 18-34W 25-54M

WHDH

11.4
35.1
22.7
14.2

AC

e

WIDOC.F

- WCBM

5+ prs

WMJX FM

6
R
C
BM
R

-

,
5'"-'

68.5
53.6
650
70.9

4.1

ABM <- FM
WKOK-FM
WMA
WLOO-FM
WLS
WLS-FM
VVXRT-FM

WXYV-F
wLIF-F

wPOC-F

2-4 prs

4.1

71
64
60

WCBM

1prs

4.4

57 70
57 62
66 6:3
43 45
44 56
40 3.3
41
23
35 2.7
30 33

SPOOF WIYY-F

20 1
11.3
12.3
150

wgz

BM

3

WBSE-F

cw-F

12 +

(Includes infants and children)

WJIB-FM

P";

'M[' "

07 WYST-F
106

%CHANGE INDEX

WHITFM

9.1

WCAO
W13513-F

WXYV-FM
WPOC-FM

PercentotMon-Sun6AM-12MIDweeklycume
Source: arch October- December 1983.

JF

wvvIN-F

WBSB-F

4.2

90.

wysr-F

WLIF-F

43

DJ

WBAL

56.9

4.2

78

... .r.r

258

5.6

ND

-

74.2
431
422

3.5

FORMAT

18.34 W 25-54M 25.54W

WBAL
WBSB-FM
wiyy-FKA

3.8

V'iGN

WR51M-F WPCH-F

(Past 24 Hours)

AC

BIRCH MONTHLY

18-34'

_

QUALITATIVE DATA

NM D/J JIF
9.6 9.4 10.2
10.2 10.0 99
9.9 8.7 93
5.3 6.4 81

WFIMM-F WKLS-F

%CHANGE INDEX

DAILY NEWSPAPER
READERSHIP

WROR-FM

WRKO

Chicago

Cincinnati

18-34M 18-34W 25-54M 25-$4W

WOOF

Boston

.•

12+
Pre

WPOC-FM
WLIF-FM
tAANIN-FM
WCBM
VVYST-FM
WCAO

Me, ki;iiie‘iiiii....i..4:0.
- :¡•.,,e.e.

OCCUPATION
SkM'd

*BA .
,
,•;Bsp. ,,
,

L
4.--

%CHANGE INDEX

Unskil

Baltimore

:

QUALITATIVE DATA

FORMAT

5+ hrs

200
83
9.5
14 7
13.0

18-34M 18-34W 25-54M

25-54W

NKFIC-F

WIAEZ-F

:3 WVVEZ-F WSKS-F
4AP!, ,

WKRC

;VKP:

WKRO-F

MEZ F
WLW

WXRC

WCKY

WCKY

400MF N1(00F
WOKSF

;41T-F

Percert& MonSun 6AM-12MID weekly cume.
SOUrCV: Birch October-December 1983.
_

'Perms 12 + 4011 draws. Men Sun. SAM Midnight

'Average change since Jul Sept 1983

Percentage Change Index is the average change in average quart.. hour audience as
measured by companng current period estimates with the designated base penad
RADIO
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QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY
NAMS-FM
WG.:L-FM
WMJI-FM
WZAK-FM
WOAL-FV
W3BG
WZZP-FM
WDOK-FM
WDMT-FM

7

11,

Dallas

,

FORMAT
NID
A
15.5
R -3.6
AC
6.6
B
8.8
BM
53
BB
55
AC
2.8
BM
5.8
B
2.9
NI
39

DiJ J,F
129 13.6
8.2 8.5
7.1
81
6.9 7.3
6.4 6.6
6.3 6.2
6.4 6.2
6.3 5.3
3.4 4.4
37
3.9

-$16,000

t

..

FORMAT
ND DJ
J/F
AC ' 2.1 11.8 10.5
KKDA-FM
B
8.2 7.3 8.6
KEGL-FM
R
5.5 7.2 84
KRLD
N
6.0 5.2 71
KZEVV-FM
A
7.6 6.8 69
KAFM-FM
R
5.6 5.2 64
WBAP
C
78 8.1
59
KSCS-FM
C
7.5 72 55
KPLX -FM
C
5.2 5.0 54

Denver

A

FORMAT
R
KOSI ,FM • BM
KBPI-FM
A
KOAO-FM
KOA

R

. NT

KBCO-FM

A

KIMN

R

KLZ

C

KAZY FM

A.

KYGCP.T4

WLLZ-FM
WHYT-FM
WVVJ
WNIC-FM
WJOI-FM

A
R
FJ
AC
BM

55.7
545

28.3

172

WERE

098 W'''DK

WGCL-F

097

WDOK-F

096 WZ1P-F

WMMS-F

0.% WERE ,. : •

WOAL-FM

168

Percent ot Mon-Ste 6AM- ?MID bveeklycurne
Source: Birch October- December 1983.

elem high

college

grad sch

KVIL-FM
KKDA-FM
KEGL-FM

41 0
72 0
536

48.7

10.3

226
413

54
51

KRLD
KZEW-FM

45.5
61.8

50.3
30 4

42
78

Percent& Mon -Sun 6AM-12M1D weeklycurne
source. Birch October- December 1983

8.1
54'

8.0

KPKE-FM

55 7

33 2

111

68

KOSI-FM

43 ?

254

31 4

5.4_ 5:9

6.5

5.9 5:0.
50 5.6
54 6.7
4.2 . 4.0:
4.3 5.1
5.7 -. 4 -

5.8

KBPI FM

36.5 . 326

289

KOAO-FM

48.8

258

25.4

KOA

50.5

273

22.2

4.
9

5.
5

31

4.5

6.4
7.1
4.8

5.6
6.1
5.5

5.
4

54
5.3
5.2

J/F
9.0 10.6
9.6 9.0
7.1
8.1
94 8.0
6.4 6.7
4.4 5.4
6.1
5.3
5.7 5.0
4
4.1

SBA;

KPLX-F

096 KPUR

KPLX-F

60X0-F KSCS-F

4
750-F

096 KTXCR;

KSCS-F

KZEW-F

KZEW . F

KSCS-F

KTX OE

reed

no read

79.5
59.8
62.5
60.6
85.3

20.5
40.2
37.5
39.4
14.7

Mon
Percent of
-Sun 6AA4-12M1Oweekly cume
Source- Birch October- December 1983.

KAZY.F
0.

"'1781111%1Mr55.4
42.7
29.3
33.4
516

9
15
162
29 4
17.6

I30 €L2

KI!e;

0;41 K:t-24

eY03.F

095 }(08i.F : €850-;

30+ Ws

348
41.9
545
37.3
309

Percent of Mon-Sun 6AM-12MID week!),cume
Source: Birch October- December 1983.

KOA

41C,

KNIs
Kig.8C/3-g

i;,8041 0.02 KPKE;

KPKE•F

KAN ',
MGR

h.PK.E.;

1112

.
KFKER

588 KAZY.F

%CHANGE INDEX
18-34M 18-34W 25-54M 25-54W

: 21 WHYT-F

AA,

fixr2

Vd0i-F

VtlYT-F

117 WXYZ

WXYZ

WHYT-F

WRIF-F

96113-F

156 WDRO-F WRIF-F

WJLB-F

WILT-F

WDFICT-F

105 WAIF-F WJLB-F
104 WJR
WJOI-F

WDRO-F WDRO-F
WJOI-F WHET-F

WMF-F
',LOU

103 WNJ

WDRO-F WJR

MVJ

094 WNIC-F

WHYT-F

WWJ

WWJ

WHOF 093 MIZE

WNIC.f

WRIF-F

WXYZ

WNIC-F

INJR

0.89 YVIB-F *11.7-F

WHIG-F WJR

VILLI•F

0.87 KOFF

WLLZ-F

QUALITATIVE DATA

KKBQ-:M
KMJC) FM
KSRR-FM
KIKK-FM
KRLY-FM

25-54W

x;.)A3

KOAC„RF: KBPIR

IAATL

READERSHIP
(
Past 24 Hours)

Homemkr -30 hrs

18-34M 18-34W 25-54M

C
;
5 ri8P¡.F-

12 -

DAILY NEWSPAPER

WJR
WRIF-AM
V./ORO-FM
WJLB -FM
wxyz

25-54W

Prot

Percent& Mon-Sun 6AM-12M1D weekly cerne
Birch October- December 198,1

Percentage Change Index is the average change in average quarter hour audience as
measured by comparing current period estimates veth the desiccated base period
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18-34M 18-34W 25-54M

KZEW-F .0 .,
:
i7 KAFM

QUALITATIVE DATA

6.7

FORMArifir
9.1
9.5
7.9
9.6
6.2
BM
5.0
A
57
5.5
A
4

'• -

MP

12 +

7.5
47

Unskil

•
NI,I:RF

'AIO;L.F

12 -

OCC UPATION

J/F
7.9
7.9
6.9
6.3
6.0

AGC

%CHANGE INDEX

8.4

D/J
8.6
8.0
6.5
5.9
6.0

'

e838- F 189 KSCS- KVIL-F

88

51
44
4.3
4.1

1!92 Me."

%CHANGE INDEX

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

MO

N/D
10.3
7.3
6.2
5.0
4.6

ey'680

WZAK.r

10.0.

BIRCH MONTHLY
KKBQ-FM
KMJQ-FM
KSRR-FM
KIKK-FM
KRLY-FM
KODA-FM
KLOL-FM
KILTFM
KFMK-FM

WM2.

QUALITATIVE DATA

5.4

18-34 M 18-34 W 25-54 M 25-54M

VVZZP-F • ' 9

22.6
22.9
29.2
7.1

222
13.7

5.3

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT
WJR
AC
WRIF-FM
A
WDRO-FM
B
WJLB-FM
9
WXYZ
N/T

HOUS o

51

BIRCH MONTHLY
KPKE FM

Detroit

54

12 +
535,0004

QUALITATIVE DATA -

BIRCH MONTHLY

Kyxo.cm

6-$34.999

55.2
57.3
540
37.2

WMMS-FM
WGCL-FM
WMJI-FM
WZAK-FM

KVIL- cM

wee "ii
t.,r
,
i _

%CHANGE INDEX

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

NUR

WJLB-F

%CHANGE INDEX
'1111ee

r 18-34M IB-34W 25-54M 2$-54W

K6E-F

1.96 KICRF

60K -F KKBO-F «BO F

KEKF

108 KMJO-F

I6RR-F

KTAJ3-F

099 KFMK-F

TCXBO-F

KFMK-F

KKK.,

KLO,.-F

098 KKEQ-F

KVOCT•F

KILT-F

KU- 6

KILT;

097 KIKK-F

KiLYF

KODA-F

KMJOF

KFMK-F

097 KRLI-F

MK-F KLOL-F

KFMKR

KCOA-F

097 KODA•F

6101.-F

KRLY-E

KSRR-F

KFILY•F

0.97 KSRR-F

KCql)A-F

KSRR-F

KODA-F

KSTIP•F

097 KLOt-F

Kai

141KK-F

KTRH

'Average change since Jul Sept 1983

KTILYF
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VERYTHING
YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT

RADIO
•EVERY MONDAY*
IN JUST TEN MINUTES
Busy radio executives have other

Now you can try INSIDE RADIO
at no risk
If you're not 100% convinced
INSIDE RADIO is more than worth
the subscription price, we will refund
your money on the balance of your
subscription.
This guarantee does not just last for
one month. It's good for the entire
subscription year.
And when you enclose a
cash payment for $ 160.00
with your order, you'll receive
YES, send one year of INSIDE RADIO, the eightthe INSIDE RADIO pocket
page radio management newsweekly at the special
calculator as agift.
new subscriber rate of $ 160.00. ( That's $20.00 off
the regular price.)

important things to do besides paging
through trade publications to keep up
with important radio news.
That's why you need INSIDE
RADIO now more than ever before.
It's eight tightly-written pages with
all the inside information about ratings, research, management, programming and trends for the future.
In nine years, INSIDE
RADIO has b
uilt a reputation
for getting the up-to-the-minute management news first,
in aformat that doesn't
waste your valuable time.
That's why aResearch Group
study* shows more radio
executives read every issue
of INSIDE RADIO than

any other trade publication (including the ones that cater to TV and
records).
If you're an executive going somewhere fast, INSIDE RADIO will help
you get there—in only ten minutes
first thing every Monday morning.
Don't fight your way through the
trades looking for radio management
news.

i

NAME

ana==.•

COMPANY

=3

ADDRESS
"The Research Group Managers Study,
February. 1983, probing whether readers
read some part of every issue, almost every
issue, an occasional issue or no issues of
the leading trade publications.
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Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery of first issue. For faster service
call collect ( 609) 424-6800.
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1930 East Marlton Pike. Suite S-93
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BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT NID D/J
WDAF
14.7 139
KBEO-FM R
8.2 9.1
NT
KCMG
6.2 8.1
KLSI-FM
AC
9.9 8.0
KYYS-FM
A
6.2 6.3
KFKF-FM
7.3 7.1
KMBR-FM BM
4.3 5.5
KJLA
BB
5.1 4.8
KPRS-FM

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT NM 04J
KIIS-FM
R
86 90
KABC
T
7.5 6.7
KALI
SP
5.7 6.9
KLOS-FM
A
4.8 5.0
KMET-FM A
5.0 4.5
KNX
N
3.0 3.6
(ROOFM A
3.7 4.0
KWKW
SP
1.9 2.7
KTN0
SP
2.8 29
KMPC
BB
2.1 2.2

Miami

4ut

WHYI-FM
WINZ-FM
WLYF-FM
VVOBA
WINZ
WRHC
WSHE-FM
WIOD
WOBA-FM

% CHANGE INDEX

TELEVISION VIEWING

WDAF-FM
KBEO-FM
KCMO
KLSI-FM
KYYS-FM

KMBR-F

(Past Day
-2 hrs
2-5 hrs

478
52.4
346
465
553

5+ hrs

480
370
544
425
350

42
106
11.0
11 0
98

Percent of Mon- Sun 6AM-12MID weekly cume
Source Birch OctoberDecember 1983

KCMO

J/F
8.6
6.7
62
5.0
4.5
45
3.9
3.6
32
31

1
08 KBEOP

KPRS-F

KLSI-F

KM8R-F

106 KCMO

WDAF

KYYS-F

KCMO

KFKF-F

103 KYYS-F
90 WOOF

KKCI-F
KBEO-F

KCMG
KPRS-F
KFKF-F

KPRS-F
KKCI-F

KJLA
KMBR-F

WOOF

WDAF

KKCI-F

KYYS-F

KYYS-F

KJLA

KBEO-F

KYYS-F

093 KFKF-F
KLS1-F
092 KKC1-F
KIRSF 092 KIRSF
KKCI-F
090 KLSI-F

WOOF

KMPC

(Includes infants and children)
1prs

81
29.1
54
8.4
77

24prs

5+ prs

68 2 237
67.1
3.8
58.3
36.2
71 5 20.1
76.3
16.0

Percent of Mon- Sun 6AM-12MIDweeklycume
Source: Birch October- December 1983.

x
n100
KAL
KWKW

Q5 KNX
103 KABC

toIS-F

100 K000-F KALI

1
.0/Er-F

098 KLOS-F
091 K.0.5FM

csLos-F 098
X.ABC

wiNz

-2 hrs

198
256

12

2-5 hrs

5+ hrs

703
60
8.1
625
46.4
35.3
31 61 0

9.9
14.3
294
18.3
35.9

1

6150
KMPC

KMET-F

KTNO

ONO

KTNO
KABC
OMET-F KALI
KLOS-F

OIS-F

Ki1S-F

KABC

OMET-F MOW

KMET-F

%CHANGE INDEX

TELEVISION VIEWING
-sr Day:

WHYI-FM
WrNZ-FM
WI YE-FM
Vv'QBA

KLS1-F

12 + 18-34M 18-34W 25-54M 25-54W
23 KMPC
KMPC:
KROO-F
KABC
13 KWYW KLOS-F KPOO-F 6109-F
'12 KALI
KROO-F 6004
KMPC
" KINQ
KNX
KWKW
KALI

KROO-F

QUALITATIVE DATA

FORMAT RD 11J J/F
R 10.5 12.9
R 11.2 97
BM
6.2 7.7
SP
6.9 5.2
N
4.3 4.8
SP
5.1 4.8
A
4.6 4.8
AC
4.1 4.0
SP
28 37

KLSI-F

%CHANGE INDEX

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

KIIS-FM
KABC
K
ALI
KLOS-FM
KMET-FM

12 + 18-34 AI 18-34W 25-54 IA 25-54 W
117 KMBR-F KFKF-F KMBR-F KJLA
KBEOF KFKF-F
112 KJLA
KCMO

KBEO-F
KJLA

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY

• -1

-J

QUALITATIVE DATA
JIF
11.2
9.1
8.8
8.5
7.8
7.0
6.9
5.4
52
44

ffiN1

,

18-34M

18-34W

25-54M

25-54W

F

139

W'OD

.F

WINZ-F

-

Perœnt of Mon-Sun 6AM-12MID weeklycurne

W.-•

Source Birch October- December 1983

VIS ,4 E-F

Report recalled

Milwaukee

BIRCH MONTHLY

QUALITATIVE DATA

FORMAT N,D D.J JiF
AC
10.2 11.2 107
A 10.5 9.7 9.0
B
7.0 7.9 7.9
R
9.5 8.1 7.7
BM
6.4 7.3 7.4
WISN
Nil- 4.6 5.9 63
WOKY
BB
5.3 5.7 61
WBCS-FM C
53 4.1 46
WMIL-FM
C
7.2 5.4 4.6
xefm AC
7
WTMJ
WCFM-FM
WLIJM-FM
WK TIFM
WEZW-FM

Minneapolis

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT NID DíJ
17.9 16.4
WCCO
AC
11.6 12.5
KSTP-FM
AC
8.8 9.8
WL0L-FM R
KDWB-FM R
9.6 8.6
KEEY-FM
C
7.3 7.9
WLTE-FM AC
6.2 5.5
KORS-FM A
5.9 5.6
WAYL-FM BM
5.8 5.8
37 3.8
KSTP
WDGY
40 42

%CHANGEINDEX

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

12,

WTM.J
WOFM-FM
WLUM-FM
WKI I-FM
WEZW-FM

1prs

316
24 7
235
19.6
33 6

2-4 prs

18-34M

18-34W

25-54 m 25-54W
».1-F

WI91

(Includes Infants and children)
5+ prs

63.3
51
56.2
19.1
69.1
7.4
66 1 14.3
664
0.0

Percent of Mon- Sun 6AM-12MID weekly curne
Source. Birch October- December 1983.

WOKr

t
,
4

WEZA-F

WBCS-F

WC-

C;

WK11-F

WEZ,I,

WMYX-F 1
03 WLUM-F WISN
ATM • -AML
NMYX-F

WKTI

MIXF

JI

WBCS-F 411
WOFM-F WLuM-F
WKTI-F

% CHANGE INDEX
J/F
19.3
11.9
107
72
60
5.9
5.8
5.3
38
37

12+ 18-34M 18-34W 25-54M 2544W

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
elemthigh
WCCO

KSTP-FM
FM
KDWB-FM
KEEY-rM

WIJI

560
553
53.7
608
640

college

39.0
41.9
390
368
328

grad sch

5.0
2.9
7.3
2.4
32

Percent of Mon Sun 6AM-12MID weekly CUT@

109 WLOL-F

KSTP

KSTP

KSTP

WCCO

WLOL-F

WLOL-F

KSTP-F

104 KSTP
1
03 KORS-F

KSTP-F

WDGY

WDGY

KORS-F

100 WDGY

KDWB-F WAIL-F KDWB-F

WDGY

099 KSTP-F
097 WCCO
0.97 WAYL-F

KORS-F KORS-F
KEYF WCCO

KSTP-F

WOOLF

1N1.01-F KSTP-F

KC:1E6-F

KSTP

WCCO

Source. Birch October- December 1983.

KEEY-F
KDWB-F

EDP

0% KEEY-F WDGY
WIFE-F WCCO
093 KDWB-F WLTE-F KEEY-F WOOL-F
091 WLTE-F WOOL-F
era
W131
111

# 3in aseries:

How to use research
to increase profits
Strategic Radio Research's music research studies
can keep your audience listening longer

E

ncouraging your audience to
listen longer is the key to increasing your radio station's
profitability.
You've already got an audience. If
you can increase the duration of listening you receive from each listener,
you'll have an Average-Quarter-Hour
audience that you can sell at premium
rates.
That's what music research can do for
you: By helping you keep your listeners
longer, it helps you make more money.
Three key findings
In doing music research, you want to
see three key findings for each song you
test:
1. Familiarity. What percentage of
your target audience is familiar with the
song?
2. Popularity. Of the individuals
who are familiar with the song, do they
like it or dislike it? How strongly?
3. Fatigue. Has the song been overplayed in your market? ( You want to
know when a song becomes " burned
out" among your listeners.)

•••••••••••••••••
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about perceptions of your radio station.
Evaluate the effectiveness of your
advertising. Study the lifestyles of your
target audience.

111
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1 10 1

er,

1 2311

Strategic Radio Research's music research report is
the most sophisticated in the industry. In the sample
output shown above, key findings are in the upper
left-hand corner of the page. Bar graphs sho» the distribution of responses and the demographic appeal of
the song.

2. Use a good sample. Your findings are only as good as the respondents
you interview. They must be representaSix crucial steps for
tive of your target audience. Bad
effective music research
recruiting leads to bad findings.
Strategic Radio Research suggests
3. Don't test brand-new music.
that you follow these six guidelines:
You don't actually want respondents to
1. Play hooks. If your listeners don't
rate hooks; the hook merely establishes
actually hear the songs you're testing,
which song you're asking about.
you will not get reliable reactions from
There's no point in testing a song that
them.
listeners haven't yet heard.
4. Use graphics.
1
Bar graphs of findings
Useful
Useful
Provides
Easy
Marketing
are easier for you to
,
For
For
Demo
To
Questions
understand than rows
Oldies
Currents Breakouts Administer Possible
and columns of raw
Weekly
data.
professional
•
•
•
•
•
5. Study trends.
research
Particularly with current music, don't just
Weekly
•
•
e
in-house
•
look at a single
research
finding; compare this
week's scores to preAuditorium
vious scores.
•
e
•
e
1 music
testing
6. Ask marketing
questions. If you're
Whether you want an in-house operation or just areport on your desk, and
whether you want findings weekly or quarterly, Strategic Radio Research has a doing audience reresearch design that is appropriate for your needs.
search, take full
advantage of it: Learn

At Strategic Radio Research there are
three different research designs available for data collection:
1. Weekly professional research.
Strategic Radio Research can test 30
songs for you each week from our Chicago phone center. This is the easiest,
most professional way to get highquality music research.
2. Weekly in-house music research. We design the operation and
process the data, but your part-time employees conduct the actual interviews
for significant cost savings.
3. Auditorium music testing. If you
need to test an entire music library
quickly, this is your best bet. Members
of your target audience rate up to 400
songs in a single session. ( This may
sound fatiguing. In fact, most participants find the experience to be stimulating and enjoyable.)
Call or write us
for more information
Music research will help you increase
your Time-Spent-Listening, and therefore improve your Average- QuarterHour audience, and therefore increase
your revenues and profits.
To get started, call or write Kurt Hanson or Jay Blackburn at Strategic Radio
Research today.

STRATEGIC
RADIO
RESEARCH

655 W. Irving Park at Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60613
(312) 883-4400

Radio Across-The- USA"
BIRCH MONTHLY

QUALITATIVE DATA

FORMAT

N/0

D/J

J/F

WHIZ FM
WOR

R
T

9.1
5.1

8.6
5.3

86
6.1

WRKS-FM

B

7.7

7.0

5.7

WAPP-FM
WPLJ-FM

4
R

4.5
36

4.6
4.3

5.6
5.1

VVKTU-FM
WCBS

B
N

4.2
30

49
3.5

46
4.4

WINS

N

50

48

43

WABC

T

2.7

3.3

38

VvPAT-FM

BM

3.1

3.6

38

Philadelphia

BIRCH MONTHLY

%CHANGE INDEX
12r

OCCUPATION

01PU-F

18-34W

25-54M

25-54W

WABC
WKTU-F

WABC
VVPA 7-F

VABC
AF..T..1-F

1.13 MOUF WAPP-F

WINS

1N 1L.I.F

1.06 WAPP-F

WC131 ,

t15

18-34M

*CBS

Unskil

Skill'd

Prof

WHTZ-FM
WOR

598
653

236
11 4

166
234

WRKS-FM

64.7

17.5

178

WPAT-F

WAPP-FM
WPLJ-FM

338
29.7

463
329

199
37.4

WKTU-F
WAPP-F

104 WOKS-F WOKS-F WAPP-F

iiCE

WOO

104 WHT2-F

WKTU-F

WCF

WhT2-F 097 WPAT-F
ARKS-F 095 WOO

WHIZF WIITZ-F
WINS
WOO

WINS
A
1
1
4Z-F

WINS

WCBS

AFKI4

Percent of Mon- Sun 6AM-12MID weekly cume.
Source Birch October- December 1983.

WCBS
WARC

17 WABC
' 13 WPLJ-F

094 WINS

NOR

WRKSF

QUALITATIVE DATA

% CHANGE INDEX

WORKING WOMEN

12+ 18-34 M 18-34 W 25-54M 25-54 W
MIUP-Fi
WEALF fiMMR-F
M4M,F-;

FORMAT
wuSL-FM
B

N/D
9.4

DiJ
9.9

J/F
94

WCAU-FM
WEAZ-FM

R
BM

6.6
8.1

6.3
7.4

8.4
7.9

WUSL-FM
WCA1J-FM

462
450

KYW

N2

6.5

7.2

7.7

WEAZ-FM

52.7

139

WMMR-FM

A

6.3

6.6

6.9

WDAS-FM

B

5.9

6.1

5.8

KYW
WMMR-FM

602
209

84
272

WYSP-FM

A

5.1

5.5

5.7

Percent of Mon-Sun SAM-12MID weekly cume

WMGK-FM

AC

5.1

5.9

5.2

Source: Bitch October- December 1983.

Komemkr -30 Sri

30 + Ms

67
88

KYW

107

WUSLF

1.05 «A'SP-F

334

vicAu-F

103 WCA'J-F WUSLF

3' 4
51.8

WOES

103 90.40K-F WCAU-F WEAZ-F NEAZ-F

WYSF-F

099 WOWS-F WOWS-F KYW

WMGK-F

099 KYW

WEAZ-F

MAZ-F

098 WUSL-F

KYW 'PEN

47.
46

1

WMAIR-F WMGK-F WWDB-FMjc
WYSP-F

WYCA-7 83E4
«PSe.F

NUSL-F

406-:
KrN

BB

Phoenix

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT
R
C

KKLT-FM

AC

5.3

7.5

9.3

KDKB-FM

A

10.7

9.0

KMEO-FM

BM

6.7

KTAR
KOYT-FM

N/T
BM

KUPD-FM
KOY
KOPA-FM

11.7
11.2

12+ 18-34M 18-34W 25-54M 25-54W

(Past Day)
KZZP-FM

-2 hr.
42.6

2-5 hrs
45.3

5+ hrs
121

8.0

KNIX-FM

49.9

40.2

99

7.2

7.5

KKLT-FM

44.2

43.7

12.1

8.9
6.1

7.7
6.7

7.2
6.1

KDKB-FM

39. 2

49.3

11.5

A

8.3

6.6

6.0

AC
R

5.6
6.3

2.7
5.6

4.2
4.1

KMEO-FM
37.3
48.8
13.9
Percent of monsun 6AM-12MIDweeklycurnit
Source: Birch October-December 1983.

KZZP 5
126 K2ZP-F
KKLT ' 17 KOPA-F
CV KNIX-F
•

VUPD-F

KMEO-F
KOYT-F

KOYT-F

1(22PF

KZZP-F

KKI:.F

KTAR

KKLT-F

KOYT-F

KLZP-F

KOPA-F

KNIXF

600T-F 1.01 KKLTF
KTAR
0.94 KOYT-F

KKLT-F KUPDF XAEO-F
KN1X-F (NIX-F «TAO

KOPA-F

0.93 KMEO-F

KIXB-F

KTAR

KDKR-F
KUFD-F

091 KDKB-F
090 KOY

KUPDF
KOPA-F

K0KB-F
KMEO-F

KOY

0.88 KTAR

(CV
KOK13-F
KOPA-F
,
WPD-F

,
BIRCH MONTHLY

;• - " , I'È•-.
é'
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,
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•••

St Louis

QUALITATIVE DATA

FORMAT

ND

DJ

J/F

159

161

17.3

WBZZ-FM

AC
R

WDVE-FM
WHYW-FM

KDKA

d '"F•

6.3 9.7
10.1 12.1

% CHANGE INDEX

TELEVISION VIEWING

D/J

KZZR-FM
KNIX-FM

Pittsburgh

r

N/D

QUALITATIVE DATA

12

S35.000+

193 :P';'• -,:
098 ;, 1
..:

Percent of Mon- Sun SAM-12M10weektycume

llY8ZZ-F

098 WAMO.F ,',C.,¡.F

Source: Birch October- December 1983.

1,504EF 095 WJAS

253

571

176

WDVE-FM

284

57.4

14.2

6,1

WHYW-FM
WAMO-FM

264
450

49.0
37.8

24.6
171

WAMO-FM
WPNT FM

B

wHTx-FM

R

5.6
32
4.5

6.8
4.3
4.8

WJAS

BB

3.2

WTAE
WSHH - FM.

AC

6.3
54

4.6
5.5

5.7
5.4
5.0
47

49

46

BIRCH MONTHLY

oiSHH-F
+VW

QUALITATIVE DATA

WSHR-T

:.=,NT-F MS
WPNT

KDKA
vo-ffx.F

WBZZ-FM

62

5.3

-.SiA

kk,

.: â3ZZ.F WAMO-T >rx-F
104 WHYW-F Vx/PxiT'

8.6

52

- =

wAMO-F
wiireF

11 9

103

1
3-34 IA 18-34

.

47.1

AC

WP:'
WJAS

410

A

BM

S1E434,999

KDKA

9.
0

BM

416,000

9.
0

9-4

91

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

%CHANGE INDEX
MiZZ-F

.... r.

.:-.
A;.,,,_

Weei-F KDKA

w8.71F wJAS
093 WTE
090 WSHH-F WHTX-F WSHH-F

,%,..,,,•.i.
8
1
TeE.
ViOvE-1,
W,TX-F

%CHANGE INDEX

12 - 18-34M 18-34 W 25-54 M 25-54W
DAILY NEWSPAPER
KMOX
NT22 2 21.1 20.4
READERSHIP
KWK-A,F4481-I
6Aoi.r - KADI-F KADI-F

_

FORMAT

NJ)

DJ

Jf

86

9.2

9.2

R

8.3

8.3

90

KSHE-FM

A

9.3

81

79

KMOX

reed
78'1,

KMJM-FM

B

85

7.2

72

KWK-FM

584

41 6

KHTR-FM
KSHE-FM
KMJM-FM

55.5
54 7
569

44 5
45 3
41 .1

KSD-FM

AC

4.8

45

6.0

WIL-FM

C

5.3

47

53

ea1111-811s--. .. •

KEZK-FM

BM

5.4

54

50

.
I
L'

WRTH

BB

4.2

KADI-FM

AC

2.1

41
36
3 3
-.1 -3

•
-•• le;wre-ti ':-: 4444.4=e1
-1....- • - - ' ,
4'à - ' _ ,..“

(Pas! 24 Hours)

Percentage Change Index is the average change in average quarter hour audience as
measured by comparing current period estimates voth the designated base penal

RADIO ONLY / APRIL 1984

no read
21.5

Percentof Mon -Sun 6AM-12M1D weekly cume.
So urce. Birch October- December 1983.

•Persons 12 - AOH shares Mijo Sun 6AM Midnight

76

K77 '

A
KHTR-FM

KMOX

KU , r 6,1[Tx-F

(We ,,-'''' F ' '''' ' '
nex

099

71'

-

'''''

099 '.
K910E-F 01' • • • MTH
KWK-F

ri ''-.4
#: .1
F 09. 1
.:----

MUF

KKe`

- I'm in Trouble if you don't read this! My name is Pete Charlton. Iown the largest Broadcast microcomputer company in the United States. Iam in bad trouble
because of you. Ineed your help.
When Ifirst started The Management in 1980, and offered complete, useful low cost Traffic, Billing software on asmall
microcomputer, it became possible for alot more stations to take advantage of business computers in their stations. It
was asmall revolution. The Management is now reaching toward 300 AM/FM/TV stations. My advisers tell me it is
time to sit back and get fat.
THAT'S NOT MY WAY. Iknow there are still large number of stations ( thousands) that still have not justified the
purchase of abusiness computer and software. Radio stations are small businesses. Unfortunately, smaller stations
often need computer assistance more than larger ones. Iknow, Iran alot of them in years past. It would be easy to ignore this untapped market. Iguess we both could survive.
VOLUME COUNTS. Just like the spot packages you sell. We can sell for less if we get more volume. So, we have lowered our prices drastically on Simple Log,TM Pro LogTM, Sky LogTM and Electric LogTM. At least for awhile. To see if
there really is amarket.
THE $999 MIRACLE: It's not easy. Nobody has ever sold complete systems at prices like this.
YOU GOTTA HELP ME! Ihave to prove to the money men that lowering the price will increase the volume many times.
Ihave never given up the profit motive, although Imay have temporarily lost my perspective.
IT'S REALLY UP TO YOU. You already know about The Management. We've been mailing information about our
systems to you and advertising like crazy for years. Irealize that all the standard excuses still apply: You can blame
bad business, fear of computers, the weather, cranky office people, your wife, your husband, the election year, the
Russians, your analyst ( California only), your broker or whatever. That's up to you. Just don't tell me about it. I'm
doing my part now.
THE NEW PRICES ( We reserve the right to increase these at any time if the volume does not warrant these reductions)
•Simple Log: (
Formerly $1795.00)
Complete Traffic Billing, Affidavits with monthly aging.

$995.00

•Pro Log: (
Formerly $3895.00)
2495.00
Sophisticated Traffic, Billing and Affidavits. Faster, with full A/R reports, current Aging, Collecton reports.
•Sky Log: ( Formerly $3895.00)
2495.00
For SMN and TranStar satellite stations. Special Load n' Go with complete set-up. Same features as Pro Log.
•Electric Log (
Formerly 5495.00)
4495.00
"Son of Super Log." Enhanced, super-flexible scheduling, Accounts Receivables, and complete Sales Aid projection
package. Copy Processing with ANA RAB compatible forms included.
•Super Log: Radio Single User: ( Price unchanged)
7995.00
Also available in multi-user systems up to six terminals, with aspecial TV version for smaller stations. Beginning to be
the standard by which all full scale systems are judged.
NEW SOFTWARE: Not only have we lowered the prices, we have improved the software! The new versions of Simple
Log and Pro Log are directly descended from Super Log through Electric Log. These powerful, but very low cost
systems are the result of almost two years research and development, constant response to the needs of our present
customers and thousands of dollars in time and equipment.
GET SERIOUS: We think we are going to be swamped. If you have aserious interest in getting the best software for your
station and can purchase or lease an IBM-PCTm compatible or TRS-80Tm computer then please call us for best delivery.
We are not playing marketing games with you. If we don't get volume, the price goes up. You have to play to win.
DETAILS: Complete specifications are available in our exclusive Comparison Charts and print-out packets. To order or
ask questions call 817 441-8532. Or, see us in booth 627 in North Hall at the NAB.

The

Management
P.O. Box T •

Aledo, Texas 76008 • ( 817) 441-8532

Check The Management Reader Service for Free Newsletter and Information.

NAB booth # 627
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BIRCH MONTHLY
'
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FORMAT
KJQY-FM
BM
KGB-FM
A
XHRM-FM
B
XTRA-FM
A
KSDO
NJ
KSDO-FM
R
E;(3
KPQP
XTRA
R
KFSD -FM
CL

San Francisco

MD
85
74
6.3
73
66
29
42
41
28

D/J
11 1
6.9
62
73
75
44
48
5.2
3.0

QUALITATIVE DATA
J/F
137
9.2
7.1
6.4
57:
50
4.6
4.2
3.8

BIRCH MONTHLY
KG0
KSAN-FM
KS01 - FM
KCE'
KY

FORMAT
NT
C
P.

KRQH-r M

KDIA
KI01-FM
KABL-FM

AC

py

ND
95

D,J
95 102
41
43 50
49
36 48
5.5 52 4.5
32 3.6 42
38 42 39
24 30 35
20
27 30
J. 0 32 30
cl
29

BIRCH MONTHLY
FORMAT
_

VIRO

KOMO
KLSY-FM
KISVV-FM
KUBE-FM
KNBQ-FM
KZOK-FM
KMPS-FM
KPLZ-FM

AC
AC

R
A
C
R

Washington, DC

J
o
,

FORMAT
R
BM
A
BB
AC
AC

DJ

JF

86
66
50
60
54
59
56
24
26

9.5 101
7.3 62
53 59
59 58
4.9 5.8
5.1
4.8
4.8 4.4
32 43
36 43

FORMAT
AC
B
A
BM
R
B
R
C
AC
NIT

NiD D/J J/F
15.9 13.0 12.0
11.8 11.5 11 0
5.0 6.5 9.3
9.3 8.5 79
5.5 5.6 52
5.6 6.1
5.0
6.6 4.5 49
3.5 3.8 4.8
3.3 3.7 44
50 5.3 3.9

NID
8.8
11 4
6.6
8.2
7.2
6.9
5.8
2.9
2.8
4.4

DiJ
8.4
10.2
6.3
7.6
6.6
7.7
5.1
4.1
3.2
4.1

KJQY-FM
KGB FM
XHRM-FM
XTRA-FM
KSDO

Unskil

Skifld

Prot

625
421
753
557
625

18.8
430
16.5
262
12.1

187
150
82
181
25 4

Percent°, Mon- Sun 6AM-12M1D weekly cerne.

) KPOP

XTFA '

XTRA

XTRA-F
KSDO-F

498M-F 41-18MF KSDO-F
6,10Y-F XTRA
KPOP

6301-F

KLIGY-F

XHIRM-F

104 KSDO-F

XTRA-F

XTRA-F

0018M-F

102 XTRA-F

KGB-F

KGB-F

KSDO-F

KPOP

102 KGB-F KFSD-F

KSDO

KFSD-F

0% 608M-F K500

KGB-F

XTRA

%CHANGE INDEX

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

12 + 18-34M 18-34W 25-54M
2
.
6

KG0
KSAN-FM
KSOL-FM
KCBS
KYUU-FM

47 7

60.1
72.3
320
47.2

college

grad sch

389
318
25.6
399
448

13.4
82
25
28 1
8.0

KSDO

08 K.10Y-F

QUALITATIVE DATA
elem high

KGB-F

KPOP

KF5.D-F

cTRA-F

1.

7

Krúo-F

KR5iR-F

25-54W

K6LX-F

KROR-F

Percent of Mon Sun 6AM-12Mi D weekly cume
Source Birch October- December 1983

%CHANGE INDEX

HOUSEHOLD SIZE
(Includes infants ana children)
VIRO
KOMO
KLSY-FM
KISW-FM
KUBE-FM

1prs

2-4 prs

5 + prs

141
139
11 9
11 6
157

778
75.9
759
70.8
638

81
102
121
175
20.6

12 +

135 KMPS-F

KIRO

KPLZ-F

KMPS-F

126

KLSY-F

K°17-7

KZOK-F

•co

1OT

KPL2-F

WRBQ-FM
WWBA-FM
WQYK-FM
WYNF-FM
WDAE

$16-$34,999

21 4
425
26.5
31.3
658

597
39.6
474
564
217

MPS-7 •

KNE10F

6W-F KL5r-F
-=

19480-F

12+ 18-34

535,000+

18.8
179
26 1
12.3
12.5

Percent of Mon- Sun 6AM-12M1D weeklycume
Source. Birch October December 1983

KPLZ-F

18-34W 25-54M

WOK-F 129 WORK-F WDAE

WORK-F WSIJN '
1.

WFLA

1.08 VANBA-F WSUN

WFLA

WOJC-F

1.07 WFLA

WC:11%-F

WORK-F WOJC F WR80-F

1040G-F
1

103 WMGG-F WMGG-F

WNEA-F

098 WOJC-F

1VDA.E

098 839F-F WOJC-F

VIRBO-F WOJC F

NR8O-F

092 WDAE

WWBA-F WDAE

WYNF-F
111830-F

839F-F 061 WRBO-F WI01-F
WSUN

090 WI01 F WFLA

WOI-F

082 WSUN

IN1AGG-F
WDAE

WIC11-F

WMGG-F WFLA
WYNF-F

WWBA-F WSUN

WYNF-F
WNBA-F

%CHANGE INDEX
12 +

TELEVISION VIEWING
(Past Day)
WMAL
WKYS-FM
VVWDC-FM
WGAY-FM
WRQX-FM

25-54W

%CHANGE INDEX

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
416,000

18-34M 18-34W 25-54M

KPLZ-F

Percent of MonSun 6AM-12M1D weekly cume
Source: Birch October- December 1983.

18-34 M 18-34W 25-54 M 25-54 W

6998Z0-F ' 19

WGAY-F WMZO-F WMZO-F
WROR-F

-2hrs

2-5 hrs

5+ his

VMDC-F

1% WLTT-F

43.5
39.9
45.2
44.5
47.8

43.1
36.9
40.0
42.1
42.9

13.3
23.2
14.8
13.4
9.3

WI.TT-F

106 lAWDC-F WNDC-F WGAY-F

*W.:

1.01 WOO

1A11.18-F

1.01 WHUR-F WAVA-F

WOO

WMAL

000 WROX-F

WROX-F

WHUR-F WOO

WKYS-F

WROX-F

WGAY-F 0.56

WMAL

WHUR-F WAVA-F

WM10-F WLTT-F

WLTT-F
WAVA-F
WMAL
WKYS-F

Percent of Mon- Sun 6AM-12MID weektycume

WAVA-F

097 WAVA-F

59th-F WMAL

WGAY-F

Source -Birch October- December 1983

WKYS-F

092 WKYS-F

WFIC

WROX-F

WROX-F

0.91 WGAY-F WMAL

Percentage Change Index is the average change in average quarter hour audience as
measured by comparing current period estimates with the designated base period.
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KPCk'

Source Birch October December 1983

'Persons 12* AOH shares. Mun Sun. SAM- Midnight

78

".fSD0

QUALITATIVE DATA
JtF
85
81
6.9
6.5
6.2
6.1
5.4
4.7
4.1
4.0

18-34M 18-34W 25-54M 25-54W
r,FSD-F

QUALITATIVE DATA

BIRCH MONTHLY
WMAL
WKYS-FM
6W/DC-FM
WGAY-FM
WRQX-FM
WHUR-FM
WAVA-FM
WMZQ-FM
WLTT-FM
WRC

12 +

OCCUPATION

QUALITATIVE DATA

ND

BIRCH MONTHLY
WRBQ-FM
WWBA-FM
WOYK-FM
WYNF-FM
WDAE
WOJC-FM
WIQI-FM
WFLA
WMGG-FM
WSUN

%CHANGE INDEX

'Average change since Jul Sept 1983

WKYS-F

WWDC-F WWDC-F

Wwere the new kid in town.

But we didn't want to sound like it."
Problem: "Being the new kid in town, we
had to sound top-notch from the minute we
signed on. We needed aturn key studio
installation that sounded as great as
it looked," said Richard Dills, General
Manager of WKLQ-FM.
Solution: Audio Broadcast Group closely
evaluated the needs of VVKLQ, then went
to work designing astudio to match the
performance criteria of the new station.
ABG cabinet makers developed aunique,
low-profile design for excellent space utilization and operator visibility. The selected
equipment was installed with both operator
and engineer in mind. And, the final installation was completed only after ABG's
cabinet makers and technicians were
satisfied.

Results: "Audio Broadcast Group installed
aremarkable system to the delight of
everyone at WKLQ. And, the best part is
ABG came through on time...within
budget."
We have creative solutions to your studio
problem. Call us toll free. Or see us at
booth 637A at the NAB.

The Audio Broadcast Group, Inc.
2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids, MI 49507
800-253-9281 (outside Michigan)
800-632-4535 (Michigan)

Future News
TECHNOLOGY
A soon-to-be released
study by Dallas-based
Jon Coleman may answer questions about the
awareness listeners have
or do not have regarding
AM stereo. The finishing
touches are being put on
it, but in-touch radio
executives are betting
there's bad news ahead
for AM stereo.

FINANCIAL
Interest rates are
headed up again. Venture
capital promises to become harder to find. The
current buying and selling
boom is just about peaking unless interest rates
become more favorable.

PROGRAMMING
Megatrends author
John Naisbitt is predicting local talkshows will
outperform national
talkshows in the years
ahead, posing potential
problems for the crowded
network field. Their answer might be to raise
compensation levels to
keep affiliates.
Waiting time on new
formats will be increasing from the industry average of about one year
to three to five years. The
onset of 1,000 or more
new competitors by 1988
will make frequent format shifts unattractive
to station executives.
Album rock's trouble
is just starting as programmers in general are failing to realize the depth
of the crisis it faces.
Among the solutions: a
new approach, aredefinition of its listener, away
to live with the " rock
video" revolution and
imaging for the 80s.
80
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A new study may deal ablow
to AM stereo.
Rising interest rates will end
the current buying/selling
boom.
Local talkshows will
outperform national network
programs.
Waiting time for a format to
take hold will increase.
Cellular radio could be
tomorrow's biggest
disappointment.
Managers find a new way to
give raises.
In-car meters are being tested
to rate auto listening.
Sales coordinators are on the
increase.
Computers promise to make
co-op easier.

CELLULAR
RADIO

PEOPLE
MANAGEMENT

This promises to be
either tomorrow's biggest
flop or biggest disappointment. Many large
groups have deferred
funds from radio stations
to cellular radio. Their
optimism is not universally shared.

The next innovative
idea in management is
giving employees " constant" pay raises, deciding a year in advance what an equitable
percentage increase
will be and then dividing it up over the year's

pay periods. The increases
are small, but each pay
check is larger than the
previous.

RATINGS
An experiment is now
underway to reliably re- port car radio listening
through the use of a
meter installed in the automobile. Since one of
radio's strengths is its
portability, industry
executives will want to
,Iceep an eye on the re- .
suits. If the numbers
prove reliable, thesestatistics could augment
Arbitron or Birch.

SALES
There is evidence that
the new position of sales
coordinator is developing at some stations
nationwide with agreat
degree of success. This
person works on asalary
and commission and his
or her personal remuneration is tied in to how
well the entire sales staff
performs.
Look for computer
software advances in coop advertising. Co-op
promises future billing
growth for radio, and
software programs being
written right now could
make it much easier for
stations to cash in on its
benefits without delay,
paperwork or red tape.

COMPETITORS
Music Television is
likely to have its biggest
growth year ahead. Its
success in part is attributed to not mimicking
radio, which is more
than can be said for some
radio stations programming in awe of rock videos.—By Jerry Del Colliano
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Last year CRL introduced the SCA-2 Subchannel Control System.
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(602) 438-0888 or

2522 W. Geneva Drive

(800) 535-7648

Tempe, Arizona 85282

YOUR 25-5
MARKET SHARE.
Call SRP. Our Totally Researched, Easy Listening MuEde'
can help your station build its most important demo.

THESE
STATIONS DID.
BALTIMORE

WLIF

UP 32%1

ATLANTA

WPCH

UP 34%

SAN ANTONIO

KOXT

UP 13%

CINCINNATI

WWEZ

UP 12%

WEST PALM BEACH

WEAT-FM

UP 76%

AKRON

WAEZ

UP 43%

BEAUMONT

KOXY

UP 51%

HARTFORD

WRCH

BATON ROUGE

WOXY

UP 66%

FRESNO

KKNU

UP 23%

sup

EASY !MMHG AT ffS BEST
Schulke Radio Productions, Ltd.
3001 Hadley Road, South Plainfield, New Jersey 07080, 12011 753-0444
A DIVISION OF COX COMMUNICATIONS

INC

Source: ARBITRON, Fall '
82 to Fall '
83, adults 25-54 shares, broadcast week, MSA.

